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Regional Airport, Operation
Townlift Discussed by C of C

WASHINWON UP14 —
ident Nixon, declaring it is still
his goal to end the peacetime
bill
draft, has signed a
extending military conscription
to mid-1973 and giving servicemen a $2.4 billion pay raise —
the largest In history.
But Nixon decreed Tuesday
the pay raise —intended to
attract more volunteers to the
services —could not take effect
Friday as scheduled. He said it
would have to be put off until

his 110-day wage-price freeze
The Board of Directors of the businessmen and women to urge outline of the problems was laid
ends in mid-November.
out.
Chamber of Commerce them to attend.
Murray
1)
Hebert,
Rep. F. Edward
James E. Garrison, Chairman He reported that it was
met in regular session Monday
La., indicated he would not
night at the Chamber offices. of the Regional Airport Com- generally felt that a regional
fight the President's decision on
Vice-President H.E. Chrisman mittee, reported that his com- airport should be located at the
a
was
it
the pay raise. He said
presided in the absence of E.J. mittee had met with a juncture of Calloway, Graves,
question "to be resolved by the
Haverstock, who was in Penn- corresponding committee of the Weakley, and Henry Counties.
lawyers downtown." Hebert
sylvania attending the funeral of Paris Chamber of Commerce. This would place. the site
earlier had insisted the raise go
During this meeting a general somewhere in the Boydsville
his father.
into effect on time and said he
After the routine business was
area. Garrison said that surveys
had a legal opinion which
were being made to determine
concluded, Mr. Chrisman called
showed it would have to.
special
the
from
feasibility of attracting a
reports
for
the
Ziegler,
L.
Ronald
But
committees.
commercial airline to serve the
Nixon's press secretary, said
Freight tonnage,
Leonard Vaughn, Chairman of The Murray Chamber of airport.
the White House had a Justice
and other
townlift"
services,
"operation
the
passenger
Department opinion supporting
Commerce announced today that
mittee reported that the first application blanks
for an pertinent facts must be gathered
Nixon's decision to hold up the
Upon
meeting of the community survey
prospective employer to present to the airlines.
pay boost until November.
auected battalion sweetheart of the project was well received with unknown
Murray
of
r
•(-.)
Cindi
that
SWEETHEART-hoped
he
16
at the
Nixon said
Continued on Page
ROTC
year, by the 171 cadets enrolled in about 100 persons attending the are now available
"this is the last time the Reserve Officer's Training Corps at Murray State Unive
Chamber office, Bank of Murray,
elementary
junior
a
is
Alexander
said
He
contestants,
meeting.
16th
September
President must sign an exten- the program. Chosen from a field of fifteen
Peoples Bank and Dees Bank of
A Meander of 1320 Wells Blvd. The con- that the first meeting was one of
sion of the draft induction education major. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rex
Hazel. The survey of employable
personality,
poise,
of
voted ais, on the basis
an exploratory nature, to give ' people is being taken by the
authority."
testants were nominated by the cadets, and were then
Murray.
of
Mogan
Jan
feeling
a
TVA,
and
of
Paducah
Whittle
Danny
of Em"This administration is com- and looks. The attendants are Jan Phipps of
(Photo by Wilson Woolley) of the problems of the corn Kentucky Division
mitted to achieving the reforms
ployment.
munity. He reported that
A nice call from Mrs. Lula in military life as well as public
Joe Smith, Manager of the
second meeting has been set for Employment Office, urged all
Carraway who will soon be 90. support for our armed forces
p.m.
7..30
Thursday, October 7, at
the which will make possible an
who are interested in working to
She says she has taken
Clell Burkeen was robbed of
in the Woodmen Hall Auditorium. pick up a copy of the application,
Ledger and Times for the past 70 end to peacetime conscription,"
$79.00 Tuesday morning at his
contact
to
directors
all
urged
He
years, or at least it has been in Nixon said.
and mail it to the Mayfield Office home off Highway 94 East near
Joe B. Smith, manager of the
her home that long. She is the The draft has been suspended State Employment Office in
or take it to the Chamber of Kentucky Lake by two men,
former Lula Miller and she since the old law expired June Mayfield has announced that Murray State University has Department of Justice, the grant
Commerce where it will be posing as a Social
Security
married Lee Carraway in 1901. 30. Selective Service officials vacancies for three laborers exist been awarded a $3,750 federal provides funds to cover the costs
mailed to you. The application representative and a doctor,
She was born 1882 and is still are expected to issue their first In Calloway County.. These jobs grant as part of a program of tuition and books for students
blanks are for men and women. according to Sheriff Clyde Steele
activt, does her own cooking and call under the new authority pay $308.00 per month and are designed to upgrade criminal who are employed full-time in
The deadline has been extended who was called to the scene.
house cleaning.
within a few days.
from October 1 to October 540 Sheriff Steele said Burkeen told
funded under the Emergency justice manpower through criminal justice work.
Pentagon sources, however, Employment Act.
enable everyone interested to him that the men said the doctor
Johnny McDougal, director of
educational development.
have indicated calls will be Applicants must be residents of Made aliailable by the Law student financial aid at Murray The Buchanan, Tennessee, obtain an application.
wanted to examine him in regard
She would have been married 70 light the remainder of the year
Calloway County and be Enforcement Assistance Ad- State, said the grant for the 1971- Saddle Club will sponsor a horse gmith said the information to his Social Security. While the
years in November. Mr. and that no .more than 19,500 unemployed. Apply to the ministration of the U. S. 72 fiscal year is open to both full- show at 6 p.m. Friday to help a gained would be tabulated for use "doctor" was examining, him,
specific prospective the man said he had to go to his
Carraway died in 1948.
men will be inducted during Community Building, 630 Ellis
tune and part-time students who club member who was critically of this
October, November and Decem- Drive, tomorrow, Thursday,
earn a livelihood in the areas of injured in an automobile ac- employer arid other plants in- car for something; but the two
The couple had eight children ber.
terested in the area.
law enforcement, public safety, oident.
men never came into the house
September 30 at 9:00 a.m.
Rep. Gerald R. Ford, the
crime prevention, the courts, and
and fled the scene with the $79.00.
Richard P. Robinson, 31-yearA nice lady and we enjoyed our House Republican leader, who
corrections.
Burkeen told the Sheriff that he
old factory worker from the
conversation with her.
met with Nixon after the
Grants through the LEEP small Henry County community
thought-the men were driving a
President signed the bill, said
1Law Enforcement Education southeast of Murray, was injured
white station wagon or panel
Here comes Paul Dill with a bag he hoped U.S. military personProgram) may cover general in an automobile accident near
truck.
Kentucky
the
Irene Northen of
full of chips left by Beavers. He nel would "accept and underTuesday afternoon Sheriff
Economic , study courses as well as courses Paris September 19. His wife,
of
Department
says they whittled away at a six stand the five week delay" in
Continued on Page 16
received another report of
Steele
the
in
killed
was
of
32,
Pliblid
Nell,
Division
Sue
Security,
Theft of a tape player and
inch tree with their strong teeth, making the pay raise effective.
an older couple being visited by a
was the speaker at
accident and four of the couple's
Assistance
building
business
a
to
vandalism
away,
cut it down and hauled it
couple supposedly from the
Quite
five children were injured.
were reported to the Murray the meeting of the Murray
Special Laymen's Day services Pipeline Company. The sheriff
'Waving nothing bus the piee,af
Henry
in
noon
remains
ii
at
Tuesday
on
Robinson
held
Mr.
Club
Police Department on Tuesday
will be held at South Pleasant said the phone was disconnected
chips to show what they had done.
County General Hospital with a
the Southside Restaurant.
and Wednesday.
Grove United Methodist Church at the couple's home and said
He also brought a nice sack of
the
and
the
severe head injury
Allen Burgess of 735 Hart Hall Mrs Northen discussed
on Sunday. October 3, at 10:45 they would be back today. This
apples. Thanks Paul
youngest daughter, 4-year-old
State service work regarding the
Dormitory, Murray
a.m.
couple reported that nothing was
hospitalized
office.
still
also
is
Assistance
Cynthia,
Public
A Democratic campaign University, told police a tape
And now Mrs. Hildred Sharpe
Laymen from the church have missing at their home however.
was introduced by
condition with a head
In
speaker
fair
The
the
for
meeting
his
of
car
stolen
out
player
was
organizational
She
poem.
be
comes up with another
Marc Hayes, an MSU graduate
planned the program and will
Sheriff Steele said reports of
Injury.
Roberts, president of the
titles this one "There's Lots of November general election in while it was parked on the Hart Heloise
student majoring in comin charge of the morning worship the same incidents have occurred
inshould
something
and
thought
presided
"We
who
club,
Calloway County has been called Hall parking lot sometime betLonely People''.
service, according to James In
munications, was recently
neighboring counties and
for 7:30 p.m. Thursday at the ween September M and 27. The troduced special guests: Helen awarded a one-year $2,400 be done to help the family, not Wisehart, church lay leader.
warned persons to be careful in
all
were
Shirley
they
because
Mobley,
simply
Pat
Spann,
campaign
of
car
the
dash
the
Democratic
report
said
county
"There's lots of lonely people
The speaker at the morning allowing strangers to enter their
graduate fellowship.
members of the club, we felt it
was damaged where the tape Washer, and Lillian Graves
headquarters, 104 N. 4th St.
In this old world today.
age 72, is the son of Dr. was the ringt thing to do", said worship service will be R. H. homes. The sheriff further
Hayes,
Mrs.
for
made
were
Plans
Z.C. Elul and Carl M. Stout, player was removed.
of 1 I. Douglas Taylor of Buchanan, a "Red" Bond of Dyersburg, Tenn. urged persons to ask any
Roberts and Inez Jones to attend and Mrs. James Hayes
Do you every try to help them county campaign chairman and John Youngerman of Starks
Bond is a well known lay speaker strangers for proper idenDrive.
Belmont
former officer in the saddle club.
co-chairman for the Democratic Hardware, South 12th Street, the District Quota convention to
Along life's loney way.
in the United Methodist Church,a tification when they are apThe money for this fellowship is
a
at
took
17,
and
family
his
and
16,
15,
October
"Richard
held
be
additional reported to the Police this
said
Party,
former Conference Lay Leader proached on any matter
funded through the Education
morning at 7:15 a.m. that holes the Albert Pick Motor Inn at Professional Development Act, big part in the community. He in the Memphis Annual ConRemeber you have eyes to see organizational
assignments will be made at the from BB shot had been made in Memphis, Tenn. Each club will Part E. Payment of tuition is managed the little league team, ference,and a very active worker
And feet that you can walk.
and is
session. They emphasized that the back windows of the business set up an exhibit of its progress provided in addition to the $2,400. worked on civic projects
to
in the church, according
s for the
president of his company
accomplishment
vice
and
invited
are
was
persons
other
damage
No
building.
interested
all
do,
can
The only thing they
Wisehart.
Recipients of this federal
union."
year at the convention.
listed on the police report.
to attend.
A warm welcome is extended to
Is just sit and talk.
money are selected on the basis
This show will be elaborate as
everyone to come and worship
of academic standing, recomwe
show
Cup
Governor's
any
It may be your neighbor
with us and hear an inspiring
mendation by the MSU Director
have ever had, Taylor indicated. message by Bond, Wisehart said.
Just across the way.
of Higher Education, and ap`There will be 20 events open to
proval by the MSU Higher
all age groups. The spectators
The annual West Kentucky
ComGo to see her often
Coordinating
Education
FREE KITTENS
will be admitted free.
Horseman's Association tourIt may be her last day.
mittee, a spokesman said.
"The saddle club is paying for
nament horse show will be held
In addition, an eligible student
of Saigon in Xuan
Four free kittens are available
the trophies and all expenses.
offensive Sunday near the miles east
October 2, at the
Saturday,
* ARTHUR HIGBEE
in
Specialist
Take a little present,
the
after
pursue
must
Loc.
have a bucket at the gate, at once. Please call 753-9537
Wranglers riding club in Murray.
SAIGON (UPI) — Tens of Cambodian robber plantation
Degree We'll
Most anything will do.
have
Teaching
to
Communist College
like
would
you
if
p.m.
the
5:00
course
"Of
and if people want to donate, they
The show will start at 2 p.m.
thousands of American and town of Krek across the border
This program is
connected with the (S.C.T.)
a kitten as a pet.
can."
troops from Tay Ninh city in an effort offensive is
The show has been an annual
Vietnamese
South
It will make her happy and
instructors
prepare
to
said.
designed
elections in Saigon," Tinh
Vietnamese
South
the
.thitre
event
of the WKHA since it was
to
Cambodian
the
into
poured
you.
bless
will
Lord
The
this reason we have to for the community college
701 449
organized in 1964 and the clubs
border area 80 miles northwest frops their last toehold inside "For
the
situation,
that
teaching
prove
and
win
stay and
that are members of the
of Saigon today in a major CaMbodia.
I know you are busy with a
cannot interfere in our spokesman added.
association will be competing for
counteroffensive against three Military sources said the they
Million things to do
divisions Communists, using North Viet- politics."
a large traveling trophy for their
Vietnamese
North
province.
namese regulars, hoped to Lt. Gen. J A. Watstaff, the U.
Ninh
club. If the same club wins the
Tay
But don't forget the lonely ones, menacing
military
trophy three years in a row the
Massive U.S. air support score a major victory and S. commander for
They are counting on you."
embarrass President Nguyen region III, expressed concern
club gets to keep the trophy.
including seven strikes by
told
Jet fighter- Van Thieu before the Sunday about the situation. He
and
The show also determines the
Mrs. Sharpe. bombers
Well done
in which Braddick that because of troop
club in the WKHA.
championship
Area
Loneliness is a terrible thing and bombers was brought to bear in presidential election
Purchase
The Annual
withdrawals "U.S. forces have
The entry fee is $1 per class and
be
will
can make life a nightmare in- the action which military men he is the only candidate.
meeting
Homemakers
the winners in the different
saia could be one of the few UPI correspondent Kenneth almost zero offensive capability" held at the Cabana Club,
stead of a pleasure.
major pitched battles of the J. Braddick reported from Tah in the region.
classes are given points for their
October
Wednesday,
on
Paducah,
Ninh city that South Vietna- The two bases under attack
Vietnam War.
club. A trophy will also be given
a.m.
10:00
at
beginning
27,
to the club that has the largest
The Communists opened their mese Gen. Nguyen Xuan Tinh were Alpha and Hung Dao. both
Chapman,
Brown
Janette
Mrs.
told him about 50,000 South a few mile from the battle.
number of horses in the grand
Extension Clothing Specialist,
Vietnamese troops, plus a Both bases have been under
entry which will be held just
the guest
be
will
Louisville,
ground
regiment of U.S. armored heavy shelling and
before the show starts at 2 p.m.
speaker for the event, The titles
weather
The Kentucky
cavalry and elements of the assault since Monday, and bad
Riders in the show must be a
Foot
"Hest
be
to
is
talk
of her
forecast:
U.S. 1st Air Cavalry Division, weather prevented helicopter
member of one of the following
Mrs. Joe Sledd of Murray were sent into the fight against gunships from striking back. Forward".
ten riding clubs to participate in
Mrs. Phillip Harrison, State
Partly cloudy with widely Route One, Stella community, the three NVN divisions of Tinh said the defenders had
show:
the
tournament
be
will
President,
Homemakers
inflicted extremely heavy cascattered to isolated showers and underwent major surgery at the about 36,000 men.
Wranglers, New Providence,
the recent
discuss
to
present
Hospital,
Memorial
thundershowers north portions Baptist
Braddick said Tay Ninh city,
Continued on Page 16
Calloway County, North MarNational Homemakers meeting,
today and Thursday. Generally Memphis, Tenn., on Tuesday. 50 miles northwest of Saigon,
shall, Livingston County, Ballard
Texas.
Dallas,
in
held
fair elsewhere through Thursday. She entered the hospital on was jammed with troops,
County, Reidland, West Kenunder
Special entertainment,
Not much temperature change. Monday and is expected to be vehicles and huge piles of
tucky, West McCracken and East
Elmer
Mrs.
of
direction
the
Highs today and Thursday hospitalized for about two weeks. supplies. He said "long, long
Side, Mayfield.
Whitby, McCracken ('ounty, the
mostly 80s Lows tonight mostly Her address is Room 1034 columns of trucks have been
3pectators are invited to
an area vice president,
of
election
will
Roberts
Rev.
Heyward
Memorial
Baptist
Madison,
moving through the city in the
60s
attend and gate admission will be
will
1
luncheon
style
buffet
a
and
the
at
program
a
present
special
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn
----rain all day long."
$1 per carload,. Food will be
d all be included in the day
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
The South Vietnamese and Liberty Cumberlan
The first presentation of the Murray Civic Musk Association for available in the concession stand.
and
Eversmeyer
Harold
Saturon
Mrs.
Church
Presbyterian
CITED.
THREE
extended
Kentucky
U.S. reinforcements pouring
The
be the Goldovsky Grand Opera Theatre.
Mrs. Louise Short, both 01 the 1971-72 season will
in.
into the area included two day, October 2, at seven p
weather outlook Friday through
The scene above is from the opera "La Bobeme" which will be
CHILI SUPPER
in
be
will
County.
Calloway
slides
include
Three persons were cited by brigades of airborne troops, The program will
Sunday:
and
of
orchestra.
fifty
a
soloists
here
with
company
presented
Supper, sponsored by
The
Chili
The
singing
group
of
while Rev. charge
Mostly fair weather. Cooler the Murray Police Department armor, ranger groups, the of the Holy Land taken
will be completed This week the association is carrying on Its annual campaign to the Youth of the Martin's Chapel
program
Wanda,
wife,
Roberts
his
and
They
last
night
and
yesterday
late Saturday and Sunday. Lows
American llth Armored Cavalenlist memberships for the coming season. Memberships for all
United Methodist Church, will be
two around 2:00 p m
mid 60s to low 70s Friday to low were two for public drunkenness ry Regiment and an undisclosed were on a tour of the area
$25.00 for a
and
students
for
adult,
$5.00
$10.110
per
are
concerts
held Saturday, October 2, at the
obtained
be
can
Tickets
60s and upper 504 Sunday. Highs end one for driving while in- number of troops and helicop- years ago.•
local ('ounty Ex- family menibership. Headquarters for the drive is at the Rank of church. Serving will start at 5:30
your
through
Fork
West
the
tor
is
He
pastor
and
driving,
reckless
toxicated,
in mid and upper 80s Friday to
ters of the 1st Air Cavalry,
Murray. Friday Is the last day of the drive
p.m
tension Office before October 15
Baptist Church
unnecessary noise.
mid and lower 70a Sunday.
which has its headquarters 50
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CUTBACK AT MINE
NEW SUGAR ACT
JOHANNESBURG (UPI) — WASHINGTON ( UPI
—A
THE
The Rustenburg Platinum Mine,new U.S. sugar act which
world's largest,increases quota allocations to
the
once
PUBLISHED BY THE LEDGER it TIMES PUBLISHING cOre
PANY,Inc.4413 N atti St , Murray, Kentucky 12071, Phone 753 1916.
announced Thursday it was 74 nations by 125,000 tons over
JAMES( WILLIAMS,PUBLISHER
firing 8,800 miners because of a the current act has been
We reserve the right to rem(' any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
Or Public Voice items .which, in our op.mon, are not for the best interest
slump in platinum prices.
approved by a congressional
Of our readers
It was the second major conference committee.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES WALLACE WITMER CO, 1509
cutback at Rustenburg, which Most of the increase will be
Madison Ave , Memphis, Tenn . Time & Life Bldg , New York, N Y
Stephenson Bldg . Detroit, Mich
laid off 11,000 men in January. distributed among the 28 Latin
Entered daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky. for transmission
The latest cut means the labor American and Caribbean sugar
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school year well underway, many
miles from Murray, file 00
young people are concerning
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
themselves with thoughts about a
Newspaper
is the Integrity of its
WSAI- TV
career.
WLAC-TV
WSIX-TV
Channel 8
I
Channel 4
Channel 5 I
What career to prepare for is a
question with which
young
Wednesday Evening
people are confronted. While we
Sir4-ri.- News; Write.; Spts. IAridy Griffith
generally think of career plan- E 00 tileien:.
lehriey Mann Singerstlee's Make a Deal
ning as applying mainly to Ir‘ Q Drainer
Bewitched
loess Special
-12
'Dr.
Adam
or 00
college students, it is a thing
Eddlie's Father
Wife 1Poinvids Special
LEDGER a TIKES FILE
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which many high school students
are also concerned; and well it 6 00 hiclAilleit Er Wife I IMedleal Center
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SSali
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i
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t solIFdsall.
should be, because time are gni 30 McMillles & Wife 1 Merkel Carder - li m
Deaths reported are Mrs. Alice Paschall, age 40, and Mrs. Ed
MYOPIC
'
I
Seefing's
Rod
00
ft
many
factors
to
be
condoned
Wilson, age 62.
I Mon and am CitY
I Mame:'
Night Gallery
when one is planning a career. _al _30
Army Specialist Five Jerry W. Weaver recently participated in
Needless to say, there are fl 00 News; War.; Sots. News; Wthr.; Spit. it Tam a Thief
a field training exercise in Sennalager, Germany, with the 8th
Ilt Takes a Thief
Movie:
. 30 Tsarist.
many factors to be considered in
Infantry Division..
Ihiminr: Wiibir.; Eirts.
its-f..'..
"An
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Bryant,
John
Mrs.
planning
a
career.
Perhaps
a
Miss Lou Bryant, daughter of Mr. and
IDick Caveat
Eve"
0 T'osiigtot
12
1 30)3°0
thing of major importance is 1
been named as football queen at Murray High School. Her at'Dick Cavil.
what the individual would like to
tendants are Miss Mitzi Ellis, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. M.C.
IN& Cavell
I
do in life. I suppose the next thing
Ellis, and Miss Leah Caldwell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Coclie
in importance would be the
Thursday Morning
Lee Caldwell.
natural abilities which a person
Calloway County Farm Bureau King Danny Kemp and Queen
possesses for a given vocation or
Mary Beth Barzell will participate in the district king and queen
'Country Journal
M
3°
0
occupation. And of course, once a
contest to be held at Kentucky Dam Village October 2.
ICI'S Morning News
person has trained himself, he or
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finding a job.
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Those of us engaged in
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agriculture or connected with
Romper Room
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IT
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00
particularly interested in young
Beverly Hillbillies
30 Concentration
000
people who might desire to go --I Movie Came
Joe M. Knight has been promoted to the rank of sergeant while
That Girl
Revolt Behind Bars
Second of Three into an agriculture related
30
vocation. In
past
years 1111 0
serving with the 1st Cavalry Division's 5th Regiment in Korea.
Heart
i Bewitched
30
production agriculture, that is,
Pvt. Walter Robinson, son of Mr. and Mrs. H.L. Robinson of
'rew I Flipper
tVho,raW
Y liat/News ISeahrecel: for Tok
farming, was the major point of
Almo Route One, has completed basic training with the Air Force
Afternoon
Thursday
focus. Today, however, the
at Laddand Air Force Base, Texas.
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James C. Williams who has been general manager of the
By ARNOLD B. SAWISLAK
with a limited budget, it says, the the theoretical poticy should
Noon
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Ledger & Times for the past six years will become publisher on
WASHINGTON (UP!)—When prison officials can paint drab be "no!" but when hostages are smaller while the number
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▪
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of
Our
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people engaged in agribusiness
October 1 succeeding his father, W.P. Williams of Paris, Tenn., risoners start asking to be cells and' corridors to "bring
30 Doctors
Guiding Light
Dating Game
involved it can be best to let al and agricultural services has
who is retiring.
ed in their cells, when the relief of color, and the -appropriate official" talk with
00
Another
World
Secret
Storm
General Hospital
Increased.
Teachers at the Lynn Grove School are Barkley Jones, prinvie attendance drops without more important relief of change prisoners.
, Edge et tight
30 Bright Promise
L One Life To Live
estimates
which
I
have
seen
cipal, Mrs. Ruth Cox, Mrs. Agnes McDaniel, Mrs. Eron Story,
, when irunate canteens itself, into the confining monoICorner Pyle, USINC Password
Wilkinson's Advice
say that about one-third to two- •00 Somerset
Miss Lorene Swann, Mrs. Margaret Crawford, Mrs. Martha sell out of things to eat, when a tony of the individual inmate's
30 Virginian
1Gilligan's Island
Love American Style
Fred
Wilkinson,
the
Missouri
labor
force
fifths
of
the
nation's
Smith, Mrs. Tommie Sandefer, Mrs. Corinne McNutt, Hilton noisy prison suddenly falls quiet life."
Virgioian
Movie:
I
Dream of kaattio
00
corrections
director,
says
"You
works in agribusiness. This
Williams, and LG. Tubbs.
. look out for a riot!
But it places top priority on do not talk to self-appointed
30 Virginias
I "Stolen Home Green Acres
that
about
30
million
of
means
That is advice from the communication — information, committees of ringleaders" and
'ABC Evening News
c 00 RFD; Wthr.; News I Movie
American Correctional Associa- opinions and suggestions mov- -you listen to complaints only the 94 million that make up the
30
NBC
Nightly
News
ICU
Evening
News
INews; Wthr.; Spit.
tion, the organization of prison ing in both directions between after order has been restored." total U. S. labor force are emThursday
Evening
ployed
in
agriculture
related
professionals. Probably more inmates and prison staff, from
As for attempting to end a
News; WHir.; Sees. 1News; Wthr.: Spit. Andy Griffith
than anyone else corrections guards to the warden. It says riot when hostages are threa- occupations.
I To Tell the Truth
30 PEINSIES
Goldiliggers
men would like to avoid prison officials absolutely must tened, Ohio's Warden Harold In 1970 about 30 percent of the
agricultural positions offered ay 00 Flip Wilson
Rejoice not when thine enemy falleth, and let not thine heart be disturbances, but they know
Sweats
Alias Smith & limes
know
what
prisoners
are Cardwell says he has simply
30 Flip Wilson
were in sales and management in
Illeareats
All.. Salk% & Jones
glad when he stumbleth. Proverbs 24:17
from experience no prison is thinking and feeling to avoid
made it known that be talks to business and industry. Food O 00 Nichols
Vengeful men promote quarrels and create hostility. Forgiving riot-proof. Lock up any man trouble, and
Movie:
I Lesigstreet
prisoners must be no prisoners if they are holding
science and teaching vocational O 30 Nklsola
•ffare Te Save a I Lenptreof
men lay the groundwork for a peaceful society.
and he may fight back.
given full explanations o hostages. The association is
agriculture provided the next
Dee* Martin
Marriage & Rein Owen Marshall:
The association says prison official policy for management les firm .
the highest career opportunities. I
"To say
Year Life"
30 Dean Martin
CIDENOINE/OE at Law
officials and workers "can Of the institution.
;emergency force should move
00 News; Wttir.; Spas. 'News; Wthr.; Spas.
leef
reduce but not eliminate" the Next to keeping lines of LS with gas and gunfire, saw a report which said that
Taluts T
TIdef
14
1t T
30 Tonight
Irony Moms
possibility of riots. It has communication open, the asso- irrespective of risk to hosta- because of the lack of trained
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Twilight
I pletiss: Wit.,.; Spit.
'Perry Mason
pkoduced a handbook that ciation gives priority to "sensi- ges), would be foolhardy unless personnel, over 1,500 top level
I Meal.:
I Dick Cavett
30 Tonight
recommends steps to cut down tivity to signs of tension"—a the risk to the public and other management positions go un- 11"
'Dick Cavett
00
'Twenty Plus
Boys and girls are not forever all "snips and snails the chances of riots and to quell list of danger signals that every innocent persons was so great filled in agribuisness every year.
!Dick Cavett
30
Two"
and puppy dog tails" or "sugar and spice and them when they happen.
experienced prison official and so inuninent as to demand Regardless of what career a
person
chooses,
the
important
The
association
lists
"inept
should know for his own it."
everything nice." They grow up and marry each
thing, I feel, is that we offer
management- as first among a institution
There is no sure way to training programs that will
other.
long list of specific causes for The report calls for "prompt
control a prison riot without enable our young people to train
"How like a lottery. weddings are."
prison riots. Farther down are and
positive
handling
on danger of bloodshed once it has
themselves for a productive
such causes more frequently inmates' complaints and grie—Ben Jonson
started. The real goal has to be economic life. I would hope that
given for riots as "inadequate vances," and says "a firm
In "A Tale Of a Tub"
prevention, and unless the our academic programs and our
facilities," lack of "construc- 'no— can be just as effective
overwhelming opinion of ex- vocational programs will contive, meaningful activity" for in reducing tensions as an
in the field is totally tinue to develop to where we can
inmates, inadequate funds to affirmative answer if the perts
wrong, that calls for full scale satisfy the training needs of the
operate a good prison and convict feels he has had a fair
reform of the entire prison people and the personnel needs of
inequities in
the criminal hearing. It gives qualified
system
justice system.
approval to the practice of (Tomorrow: The long-range not only agriculture and
agribusiness, but the total
Its point is that most prisons some prisons permitting inNES% 1ORIC
For able to express themselves on
business community as well.
have some of these problems mates to write sealed letters to outlook)
parents of first gralers, the paper, they are gradually• inand more, but the administra- top corrections officials or the .*****************************
news that their offspring is troduced to the standard 26tors of all can blunt their governor.
going to be learning the IT A letter alphabet.
Nitely at 7:30
impact with intelligent use of
systems of reading is often not
The ITA program still is what resources they
Attention
to
food,
clothing,
have.
only bewildering, but down- relatively tiny in the United
Sat & Sun. 2:00
sanitation and medical care are
Officials' can Bring Relief
right alarming.
TEARS THE ESTABEISHMENT TO SHREW
States,and classes in traditional
basic,
along
with
guard and
For example, the association
ITA stands for initial teach- reading techniques are usually
MORRISON WHALE
ing_alphabet. It MOB developed taught in the same schools. If a concedes many prisons are staff training. It emphasizes
WILD
POANO FILM 11100
•
WINO
in Eryland by Si'James Pitman child is found to be having decrepit, crowded and psycholo- that prison employes today
\ WACKY
and it is aimed not only at difficulties mastering the ITA gically dehumanized. But even must understand racial, culturTEMPY TOPLESS
WITTY
MOVIES SIX gum
al and even political differences
helping youngsters conquer the method, he is usually transAlmanac
The
in order to deal effectively with
phonetic inconsistencies of ferred to another class.
By United Press international inmates.
LEW I E BLEVVITT
English, but to express themFly the time ITA-- taught
TN( DIRTY OLD MAN
Today is Wednesday, Sept. 29, Separating Agitators
selves in writing almost imHelps
1971
with
93
to
the
secthe
2'72nd
day
of
children
have
reached
It makes clear that some
nywhately.
JULIE O'TRULY
The ITA alphabet consists ond grade, they have been con- follow.
inmates would rather have
NYMPN'.• NOVELIST )
The moon is between its first trouble than better
4
of 43 characters. Each charac- verted to the regular alphabet.
conditions in
Experiments
with
ITA
and
regfull
phase.
rter
and
THEATRI•
each
of
the
comter represents
prison and notes that separatand
are ing
morning
stars
The
ponent sounds of English. For ular alphabet groups have
Open 7 p.m, & 1 p.m Sat & Sun.
agitators
from
other
More More More
example, the ..`ph" sound in found that in many cases the Mercury and Saturn.
prisoners or sending them to
TONITE thru TUESDAY
The evening stars are Venus another institution has
"elephant," or the-"as" sound children who learned the ITA
helped.
method have a higher reading and Jupiter.
in "was."
But it did not deal with the
tondo cloacae'mankind
First graders Who COMP level and larger vocabulary.
On this day in history:
possibility that men bent on
home spelling -horse •'horsIn 1789, the U.S. War
trouble will simply make their
in an alan j akuIa
may upset many parents but,
NEW TECHNOLOGY
Department set up a regular
effort at their new prison, as
production
!TA leachers explain. as the
WASHINGTON — NASA is Army of 700 men to serve three some Auburn
prison inmates
children lie,-ome acquainted preparing about 10,000 docu- years.
reportedly
did when moved to
with the basic rules of pro- ments on new technology for
In 1923, Great Britain began Attica.
nunciation, and receive self- the use of general aviation to govern Palestine under a
The prison warden who
cot from being manufacturers
League of Nations mandate
follows all of the association's
nonovision*
In 1936, in the presidential
technicolo,
suggestions to prevent riots
from worrier bras 9684
campaign between President
needs one more thing sa plan
o Sinney
Franklin D. Roosevelt and All to handle riots.
.omm omn mommamma .
SIMMIs 11111WATISNAI
Landon, both parties went on
Riot control should involve
radio for the first time.
only prison personnel "unless
opened
VI
Open 7.0O ner-- (s)uR AY
Paul
Pope
In 1963,
the situation is so totally out of
DRIVE
the second session of the
control that police or National
Start 7:15
IN ,
te
Ecumenical Council in St
Guard must be involved," the
Peter's Basilica.
ENDS TONITE1 * "BIG JAKE" r0
association says The plan
should provide for such items
Nitely at 7:45 Plus
A thought for the day British as helmets, clubs,
walkieilksjAsSil
journalist Henry Vollman Mor- talkies, shotguns,
Sat.
& Sun. at 2:15
teargas,
ton said."One drink of wine
emergency keys, portable * Don't Miss These Outstanding Adult Features
and you act like a monkey; two lights, ladders, ropes,
cutting
drinks and you strut like a
"SEXUAL r
torches and wrecking bars And
peacock; three drinks and you they should be
kept in an
FREEDOM
roar like a lion, four drinks ... armory outside the
prison.
and you behave like a pig."
*w.0111INIVIARK
Next, the two .most sensitive
18
points arising frortilhe Attlee
and
men
1.000
More titan
400,000
Men &
Over
disaster
hostages
and
nego
women travel abroad each year
Bruce Davison plays the title role in "WILLARD"-the story of a
tietions.
raise
to
Women
have
seen
this
fellowship;
U.N.
tinder
friends,
unusual
now
his
showing at the Capri
young man and
On negotiating with rebelling
educational standards abroad
Th*ntre.
Inmates, the association says %TT•
-Ate. VP*/
)
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By Ab

DEAR ABBY: We h
Mae and she hates v
Guernsey with soft brom
won't let a woman with:
to all men whether she
woman who has tried to
You can't fool Helen M
men regardless of how t
Is there any explain
if there is some way to
her, I'd appreciate it,
her at milking time.

DEAR WIFE: Non
psy-cow-ology. but they
just like humans. Howe
come up with as udder

DEAR ABBY: I rel
when I read your answ
still wets the bed. Yo
honeymoon in a diaper.'
Well, you're wrong.
paraplegic from the
"diaper-type" shorts, m
my honeymoon last yes
Sign me.

DEAR WET: Thar
should have learned ys
Now it's my turn to be s

DEAR ABBY: My
man wlis is the only ch
with gifts and trips, etc
them.
Two of th friend
wonder if these women
other mothers. Or do thi

DEAR NO SCRA1
daughter and her husba
not able to give them
*hat you are suggestir

DEAR ABBY: How
she doesn't quit her Jol
my father [age 521 she
I am married not
Mother has now start,
bread on their table de
Dad has always made a
I didn't realize the
came along with my tr
into a girl friend of m
Dad actually encourags
He is not a dirty cr
and looking for somethi
a dangerous combinatic
better start being a wits

DF.AR CoN( ERNI
me

What's your probli
your chest. Write to
90069. For a personal
envelope.

Hale to write Iette
Rupies, Cal. 90069, to
t tees for All Occasions.

Wednesday, Septemi
Welcome
The
Newcomers Club Coffer
beld at ten a.m. Any N
who has not been conts
Mrs. Joe Prince 753-936
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Thursday, Septeml
The Murray Mid&
PTA will meet in th
auditorium at 7:30 p.m.

Friday, Octobei
The Country Musi
featuring the Bun Was
for the benefit of the
Retarded Children an
Association will be he
Murray High School al
at eight p.m. Adult ads
$1.50 with children und
when accompained by

The Murray Art Guild
a rummage sale on
square starting at eigh

The Murray-Callows
Senior Citizens Club it
potluck luncheon at n
social hall of the Ft]
Methodist Church In
arrangements are Mr
Bryan Tolley, Mescit
Childers, Ploy Caldw

r Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
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V SUGAR ACT
ASHINGTON (UPI) —A
U.S. sugar act which
eases quota allocations to
ations by 125,000 tons over
current act has been
-oved by a congressional
erence committee.
nit of the increase will be
Muted among the 28 Latin
rican and Caribbean sugar
eters.
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This cow moos
only for men
--By Abigail Van Buren

m i no

amid
ag Plows
!Leal AlleCees
k.M.
A.M.
llama
AM.
hog.
I Boss
MOWN
megaree Iftenspet Roam
a Truth [Lacy
:'neesmes Illeverfy
I Movie Game
lair
eft
!That Girl
I Bewitched
tit Is
reenter I Flipper
Won
.t News I All My Children
Now
ILO's Make a Deal
I Newlywed Cam.
sawed
I Dating Game
sht
1General Hespital
rns
__10ese Life To Live
*ht.
5, USMC !Password
Island
lime. Asnorican Style
Dreams of Jeannie
Hews" 'Green Acres
IABC Evening News
tag News INews; Wthr.; Sots.
ing
a.; Sots. Andy Griffith
Tenth
Colddiggers
Alias Smith & Jones
Alias Smith & Jams
ILengstreot
'is Save a ItamagstroM
Reiss lOwen Marshall:
Is
I Cosinse/or at Law
hi.; Spas.
Takao•limrs
It Takes a Thief
.INews; Weise.: Sees.
a
!Disk Camet
IDick Cavett
y Plus
'Dick Cavett

50

DEAR ABBY: We have a cow on our farm named Helen
Mae and she hates women. Helen Mae is a beautiful
Guernsey with soft brown eyes and a gentle manner, but she
won't let a woman within 20 feet of her. She is very friendly
to all men whether she's seen them before or not, but any
woman who has tried to milk her has had to run for her life.
You can't fool Helen Mae either. She can tell women from
men regardless of how they're dressed.
Is there any explanation for this? And if you can find out
if there is some way to get Helen Mae to let a woman milk
her, I'd appreciate it, as my husband can't always get to
her at milking time.
FARMER'S WIFE
DEAR WIFE: None of my farm experts have studied
psv-cow-ology, but thay tell me that cows have their hangupa
just like humans. However, I'll milk my readers and try to
come up with an udder opinion.
DEAR ABBY: I really got a big chuckle the other day
when I read your answer to the lady whose 12-year-old son
still wets the bed. You said, "No man ever went on a
honeymoon in a diaper."
Well, you're wrong. I did. Due to an accident, I became a
paraplegic from the waist down, and I always wear
'diaper-type' shorts, well-padded in front. I wore them on
my honeymoon last year, at age 41. And I still wear them.
ALL WET IN FREEPORT, PA.
Sign me:
DEAR WET: Thank you for teaching me a lesson I
should have learned years ago. "ABSOLUTES" are risky.
Now it's my turn to be all wet.
DEAR ABBY: My daughter is married to a fine young
man wlka is the only child of a rich mother She floods them
with gifts and trips, etc., which I could never afford to give
them
. Two of my friends have the same problem and we
wonder if these women know they are being unkind to the
other mothers Or do they care'
"NO SCRAPS FROM THE TABLE"
DEAR NO SCRAPS: Would you prefer that your
daughter and her husband receive none of the things you are
not able to give them from the "other mother"? That is
what vou are suggesting.
DEAR ABBY: How can I tell my mother [age 47] that if
she doesn't quit her job and start spending more time with
my father [age 521 she is going to lose him?
I am married now and my parents are alone again.
Mother has now started selling real estate like the very
bread on their table depended upon it,. which it does not, as
Dad has always made a very good living.
I didn't realize the seriousness of the situation until Dad
came along with my husband and me one evening. We ran
into a girl friend of mine, now newly divorcee, and I saw
Dad actually encourage this divorcee's attentions.
He is not a dirty old man, Abby. He is just very lonely
and looking for something to do with his spare time, which is
a dangerous combination. How can I tell my mother she had
better start being a wife again before it's too late?
CONCERNED DAUGHTER
DEAR CONCERNED: Tell her. just the way you told

& Sun

use.

JESDAY *

What's your problem! You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to %BM Box MOO, Los Angeles. Cal.
900611. For a personal reply enc10%e stamped. add&essed
envelope.
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Willard
iend Ben.
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Hard.
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rl not see alone.
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Mrs. Mancil Vinson
Hostess For Meet
Of The Ruth Class

Mrs. Alton Cole
Gives Lesson For
Penny Club Meet

Evening

hr.; Sots. lAndy Griffith
nn SingersILM's Make a Deal
Seosiell 'Bewitched
Eddies Father
racial
Smith Family
POW
Shirley's World
later 1Man and the CHI
!Man and the OWhr.; Sets. It Takes a Thief
I It Takes a Thief
vrfor an Mawr: WOW.; Stag.
IDick Cason
IDick Cava*
101ek Came
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Mrs Alton Cole presented the
Mrs. Maned Vinson opened her
lesson on "Pollution " at the
lovely home on Oakdale Drive for
Penny
the
of
electing
the meeting,of the Ruth Sunday
Homemakers Club held on
School Class of the First Baptist
Monday, September 20, at ten
Church held on Monday, SepO'clock in the morning at the
teinber 20, at seven-thirty o'clock
Holiday Inn.
In the evening.
The president, Mrs. Grace
New officers were installed in
Covey, presided and Mrs. Carl
an inspiring service conducted by
Harrell gave the devotion in the
Mrs. Ray B. Brownfield who used
absence of Mrs. Delia Graham.
Mark 2:1-14 as her scripture
Eight members answered the roll
showing the responsibility of the
call by naming a state park and
leaders and the followers.
telling something about It.
Afternoon Gram el the Kindergarten
the
of
THE
MEMBERS
Installed were Mrs. J. R. Story,
Mrs. Brooks Moody gave the
MEMBERS OF the Morning Group of the Kindergarten of the
the Memorial Baptist Church enjoyed a tour of the Ryan Milk
president; Mrs. Ralph Darnell,
A special of
landscape notes.
Memorial Baptist Church were given a guided tour of the Ryas
Mrs.
their
teacher,
Company plant on Friday, September 24, with
vice-president; Mrs. Chad
Good
feature on "Being A
Milk Company plant on Friday, September 24. Their teacher Is
Kay Doran. Pictured left to right: First row, Jeanne Wootas
class ministries; Mrs.
Stewart,
Lorena
Mrs.
by
row,
was
read
First
Neighbor"
right:
to
left
Pictured,
Mrs. Jerrell White.
Brad Haley, Tony Stardivant, Tina Cooper, and Bob Futr•M
secretaryHarris,
Virgil
David
and
Marshall,
Ernest
Madrey.
McCracken, Bobby Brandon, Angie
second row, Debbie Ramsey, Anthony Vaughn, Brad Brelsford,
treasurer; Mrs. Gene Lovins,
Lunch was served in the dining
Garland; second row, Lori Wynn. Lisa Bogard, Donna Stanfill,
Leni Ann Morgan,Jeffery Downey,Jeremy White, and Jessie Dan
Mrs. W. D. McCuiston, Mrs.
and Jimmy Terwilleger; third row, John Nix, Ronald Redden. room to Mesdames Carl Harrell, Horton. Also pictured with the group is Mrs. Foreman Graham of
Hugh Eddie Wilson, and Mrs.
ArmRichard
Hendon,
P.H.
Turner.
Kevin Riley, Tracy Burkeen, and Russell
the Ryan Milk Company.
Evon Kelley, group captains.
strong, Brooks Moody, Vernon
Moody, Ernest Madrey, Alton
The outgoing president, Mrs
Cole, and Grace Covey.
Nance, presided and
Vernon
held
be
The next meeting will
Mrs. Brownfield.
introduced
at the Holiday Inn on Monday,
The meeting was closed with
October 18,
er,
teacher, Mrs.
by the class
pray
with Mrs. Graham Feltner as
The Seventh Grade of the Clayborne E. Jones.
Dr. Frank Kodman, Jr., donated pituitary glands are hostess.
Kirksey School has elected its
professor of psychology at needed to treat one child who will
Delightful refreshments were
Twenty-six new members were officers for the current school
Murray State University School not grow unless treated with an
served from silver appointments
formally intiated into the Murray year.
of Education, spoke at the extensive and expensive medical
High Tri-Alpha Club in a can- Tommy Futrell was named as at the beautifully appointed
meeting of the Zeta Department program.
in
held
physicians
Interested
Club
delight ceremony held Monday president and Patricia Melvin as dining room table by the group
of the Murray Woman's
evening,September 20, at Austin. vice-president. Renee Tobey is composed of Mesdames Vinson,
on Thursday, September 23, at Murray are Dr. Clegg Austin and
Susan Johnson, club president, the secretary -treasurer and Ralph Darnell, Charles Hale, Ted
seven-thirty o'clock in the Dr. Richard H. Stout of the
Inc.
Clinic,
tt
the ceiemony with a Rhonda Adams is the reporter. Lawson, Gene Lovins, and C. D.
Houston-McDevi
opened
house.
club
evening at the
Mrs. William Britton was the
Vinson, Jr.
"National Human Growth who have been treating a local guest of honor at a luncheon held welcome, and presided at the
Members of the recreational
assisted by
was
She
edging.
Foundation, Inc.," was the youngster.
by members of the South Murray
Dr. Kodman said this is a new
Brown, vice-president; committee are Natalie Newsome, Others in attendance were
subject of his talk, presented
Homemakers Club at the Holiday LuAnn
can
really
McGary, secretary; Darrell Beane, and Teddy Mesdames J. R. Story, Vernon C.
along with slides about a new national program that
Inn on Tuesday, September Karen
com- Nance, Kenneth Adams, Bethel
Karen McClure, treasurer; Futrell. Refreshments
national problem, Individuals help children afflicted with en- 22,at noon.
Richardson, W. D. McCuiston,
Kathy
are
members
mittee
Calloway
Kathy
and
chaplain;
deficiency,
docrine
Moore,
Endocrine
Sharon
and
Growth
with
The honoree has been a
Virgil Harris, Clayborne E.
and
Paschall,
Teresa
Treas,
getin
and
a
be
pioneer
will
County
program chairman;
Problems.
member of the club and is Koenen,
Jones, and Ray B. Brownfield.
Dr. Kodman proposed, along ting a Kentucky State Chapter of moving with her husband to Sarah Cooper, community ser- Johnny Smith.
Mrs. Harold (Pat) Human Growth Foundation, Inc. Mayfield where he will be vice chairman.
with
McReynolds, that a Kentucky "Synthetic hormones are not associated with the Bryn Funeral Appearing before the officers
to give the Tri-Alpha pledge were
state organization be formed to yet available and it is necessary Home there.
assist the medical profession in to use human pituitary glands for Those present were Mesdames Jamie Frank, Nancy Spann,
treatment of certain growth programs. We Britton, Paul Maggard, Claude Wanda Rolfe, Ellen Querresearch and
human growth problems. Mrs. are just beginning and we need Miller, Christine Rhodes, Brent termoua, Cathy Christopher,
Connie
Geurin,
McReynolds is currently the the help of all interested per- Manning, Clyde Colson, James Cathy
Carol Brandon,
Kentucky representative of the sons", Dr. Kodman said.
Witherspoon, T. It Covington, Witherington,
Growth Mrs. James Weatherly is
Kennedy, Jan Purdorn,
Human
National
James Parker, M. W. Henry, Karen
chairman of the Zeta DepartJan Shuffett, Gail
Foundation.
Quinton Gibson, and Lennis Fisk. Jeanie Jeffrey,
Herndon, Kathy Rogers, Rachael
The speaker said there are ment.
Baar, Paula Lyons, Anne Erwin,
several hundred thousand per- Hostesses for the social hour
Patsy Mathis, Carol Jewell,
sons afflicted with growth and were Mesdarnes H.J. Bryan,
Joyce Wooden, Karen Russell,
endocrine problems related to it Gaylord Forrest, Elsie W. Kivett,
Nancy Herndon, Regina Lovett,
and that this was a conservative J.J. Roach, and James RudY
Barbara Howard, Karen Hendon,
estimate. Fifty to two hundred Allbritten.
and Missy Gilbert.

Dr. Frank Kodman, Jr., Speaks On Human
Growth Foundation, Inc., At Zeta Meet

Initiation Held By

Tr -Alpha Club Of
Murray Hi School

Mrs. Britton Is
Luncheon Honoree
South Murray Club

WA, Wait Whale*

Emerson Home Is
Scene Of Gamma
Omicron Luncheon

Three new members were
Mrs. John Emerson was unable to attend:
Denise
hostess for a luncheon at her Rowland, Kathy Blanchard, and
home for members of the Karen Alexander
eight pounds fourteen ounces, Gamma Omicron Chapter of
At the close of the ceremony,
born on Saturday, September 25, Beta Sigma Phi sorority held on
punch, cookies, nuts, and mints
at 2:25 a.m. at the Murray- Thursday, September 23.
Plans were reviewed for the were served from a tea table
Calloway County Hospital.
They have two other sons, rush party to be held on October covered in white satin and
Mickey, age thirteen, and Mark, 7. Twenty-one names have been decorated with an arrangement
age eight. The father owns 641 submitted as potential members. of yellow daisies and greenery.
Present for the luncheon were Following the tea, the flowers
Super Shell.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Isaac Adams, Mrs. Larry were presented by the officers to
R.T. McCuiston and Mr. and Mrs. Oantri, Mrs. Wallace Ford, Mrs. the club sponsor, Mrs. Mary Ann
Cleo Sykes, all of Murray. Great Fred Gardner, Mrs. John Hina, Russell, for delivery to Mrs.
grandparents are Mrs. Minnie Mrs. John Paulk, Mrs. Gerry Herbert Underwood, an aunt of
Sykes of Murray and Layman Requarth, Mrs. Ray Sims, and the sponsor and a patient at the
Mrs. Emerson.
Murray Hospital.
Neale of California.

TBIRTHSj
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Coffer,
603 Pine, Benton, announce the
birth of a baby boy, James
Donald, weighing six pounds one
ounce, born on Sunday, September 26, at 7:17 a.m. at the
, Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have one daughter,
Ginger, age seven. The father is
employed with the Watson
Livestock Trucking Company,
Benton.
The maternal grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Willard of Benton Route Two and
the paternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Walker of
Tilene. Mrs. Minnie Thompson of
Syrnsonia Route One.

Colin Campbell is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Colin P.
New Ideas for
Ferguson of Murray Route Five
Tailgate Party
for their baby boy, weighing eight
Chicken Meets
Hale to write letters? Send St to Abby. Has MN, Les
Rice Casserole
pounds five ounces, born on
Baked Ham
Rolls
ALL MEANS football, and Snap Beans
Angeles, Cal. 110069. for Abby's booklet. "How to Write letThursday, September 23, at 2.39
traditionally, football means Orange Raisin Cake
ters few All Occasion's."
Murray
the
at
p.m.
tailgate parties and friends. For
Beverage
Calloway County Hospital
an interesting kick-off to the
Janet new season, host the first taildaughter,
one
have
'They
CHICKEN NIBLETS
James Michael is the name'
age fifteen months The gate party of the year with a
chosen- by Mr. and Mrs. James R. Young,
"New-faces,
New-food"
theme.
Delicious with a before-dinner
father is an instructor in the
Carson, 1403 Henry, Murray, for
beverage.
Murray
of
department
history
Most of us have a regular
their baby boy, weighing seven
2 teaspoons Worcestershire
Blalock, Ruby Harris, Neil An- pounds, born on Friday, Sep- State University.
Wednesday, September 29
sauce
Grandparents are Mrs. Colin
Wagon drus, Ruth Weaks, Ruby Barnes, tember 24, at 3:16 p.m. at the
Welcome
The
- 2 egg whites, slightly beaten
Newcomers Club Coffee will be Maudie Armstrong, and Mina Murray-Calloway County Ferguson of Russellville and Dr.
4 cup flour
5/
Danville,
and
of
Mrs.
R.B.
Newcomer
Young
Waters.
held at ten a.m. Any
Hospital.
tablespoons cornstarch
2
Va
who has not been contacted call
teaspoon salt
1
They have two daughters,
Saturday, October 2
Mrs Joe Prince 753-9368.
14 teaspoon white pepper
A Turkey Shoot will be held at Teresa, age ten, and Kathy, age
1 cup corn oil
County four. The father is employed with
Calloway
the
2 whole broiler-fryer chicken
Thursday, September 30
from nine am. to the Lassiter-McKinney Glass
breasts, skimied, boned and cut
The Murray Middle School Fairgrounds
five p.m., sponsored by the Company.
see at each into 11
2-to 2-inch pieces
/
Do either on a patio bar- group of friends we
PTA will meet in the school
old classmates or
refreshthey
and
be
Shells
PTA.
game,
Kirksey
Worcestershire into egg
Stir
p.m.
auditorium at 7:30
becue or in kitchen oven friends from the "opposition."
Mrs.
are
Grandparents
ments will be sold.
Mix together flour,
whites.
with 'a roast, Choose the This year, get the season off to
Meadow Carson and Mr. and
salt and pepper.
cornstarch,
or
3
onions
giant
inviting
sweet
by
Spanish
start
roaring
a
Friday, October
Martin's Mrs. Jack White, all of Murray.
The Youth of the
regular cir- Heat corn oil in medium skillet
your
brown
from
Peel
the
couples
thin
crispy
4
The Country Music Show Chapel United Methodist Church Great grandmothers are Mrs.
outer skin from the onions cle of friends, asking each to over medium heat. Dip each
featuring the Bun Wilson Band will have a chili supper in the Hattie Wilson and Mrs Allie
bring another couple they think., chicken piece in egg white,
and slice one-half Inch
you might like to meet. The in- then in flour mixture. shake off
for the benefit of the Mentally church fellowship hall with Hughes, both of Mw-ray
thick. Top each thick slice
setting is perfect for
Retarded Children and Adults serving to begin at 5:30 p.m
Fry 5 to 7 minutes
of onion with one-half pat formal
meeting new and interesting excess flour.
Association will be held at the
teaspoon
about
one
butter,
until golden brown on all
or
people.
will
Roberts
Rev. Heyward
Top with another slice of
Murray High School auditorium
A baby girl, Deborah Jean,
While guests are nibbling on sides. Drain on absorbent pashow slides of the Holy Land at
onion and sprinkle with egg rolls, kept warm in an in- per. Makes about 3 dozen.
weighing eight pounds 141 ounat eight p.m. Adult admission is
Cumberland
Liberty
the
garlic or celery salt, black sulated serving dish, have the
ces, was born to Mr. and Mrs.
$1.50 with children under 16 free
coals warming in a hibachi for
Presbyterian Church at seven
pepper and salt Wrap in
parents.
Route
by
Benton
accompained
of
Richard Cope
when
the luncheon entree unique to
hot
foil
p.m.
and
over
place
One on Sunday, September 26, at
many a tailgater — shish-ka(400
or
oven
in
coals
hot
bobs, Oriental-style.
2:31 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
degrees). Roast 20 to 30
The Murray Art Guild will have
The most well-known vaPreparation is easy when the
County Hospital.
minutes or until tender and skewers are filled at home with
meat is liver. And
riety
a rununig' e sale on the court
The new father is employed
savory. Great with baked
pieces of chicken, green pepper, since this meat is one of
square starting at eight a.m.
with the Illini Steel Fabricators, potatoes and broiled steak
tomato, water chestnuts and
the best sources of iron, it
pineapple. Just set them on the should be included in menBenton.
or kabobs
grill and co\ er with your faus at least once a week.
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
The Murray-Calloway County Bridge winners at the regular
vorite marinate sauce. Intlivid
Iron serves many purposes
aal pieces of meat and yegetabli,
Senior Citizens Club will have a ladies day held Wednesday, Ervin Cope of Benton Route
An iron compound carries
on the skewers are small enough
potluck luncheon at noon at the September 22, at the Calloway 'Nee and Mr. and Mrs. Haze
necessity.
150 knives are not a
from the air you
oxygen
United
Club.
First
One.
Country
Route
the
County
of
Benton
hot
McKendree of
social hall
Bring along plenty of
the 'blood
through
breath
perk
of
charge
I party
They are Mrs. John J. Roach. Great grandparents are Mr. and
,
Methodist Church. In
coffee in an Insulat
N essels to all parts of your
that keeps beverages it serving body.
NEW YORK ( IPli Periarrangements are Mr. and Mrs high; Mrs. Gingles Wallis, second Mrs. Guy McCain of Benton
without
odic checkups with a veter- temperature for hours,
Bryan Tolley, Mesdames Arm high. Bridge will be played at the Route Three and John Green o
electricity.
regularly
and
inarian
Essie
Caldwell,
mext ladies day.
Meadowview Nursing Home,
Childers, Floy
scheduled inoculations are
Farmington.
4.
Important for dogs Author751.4147
et
Pb..,. VII 1917
Mrs J B Eurkeen
ities on dogs say to consult
Honey, the sweetest tastthe
dog's doctor anytime
ing of all sweets, contains
Mr and Mrs William Ma
you notice soreness. swellMcCuiston, 1303 Peggy Ann
Arnold W. Moss of Murray has some' fruCtose, which is
ing or inflammation Good
one fifth sweeter than
of
parents
the
are
Drive, Murray.
been dismissed from I nurde granulated sugar.
grooming also is basic to
a baby boy, Monty Lyn. weighing happy dogdom.
Hospital, Paducah.

Company Buffet

F

Grilled onions

It

Sun

JESDAY

notherland
dn alan

pakula

VOduCtion

oonowron•
techn4color
Iron' worn*, tros.•
0 k•anev le.svre ser,nc•

Had your iron?

ridge Winners At
Club Are Given

BIG JAKE" G

arrow

PTADoo

Kirksey 7th Grade
Elects Officers

Happy dogs

at44.444,

Sweetest sweet

By
Your Physicians' Insurance
University of Kentucky
Check-up —How much does the
COUNTY EXTENSION AGENTS policy pay for each time your
FOR Home Economics
doctor visits you in the hospital?
How many such visits are
It has been said that the most allowed per confinement? —Are
is
important world resource
you covered for house calls and
human awareness; through this office visits? — If so, what is the
channel we are able to solve allowance per visit? — Is there a
some of our problems. New ideas, deductible, either a dollar
new concepts bring about new amount or not covered, before
dimensions of human experience. benefits start? — Barletta
To solve the many complex Wrather, 209 Maple St., Murray,
problems of pollution within the Ky., 42071 - 753-1452.
next few years, we will need to
mine the mind of man.—Marine
Griffin, Federal Building,
Clinton, Ky. 42031. 653-2231.

Lesson On Drawn
Manmade fibers with built-in Work Given At
easy care signaled a new era in
washability, from wearables to Creative Arts Meet

wallutbles, clothing to carpets.
But the modern day miracles also The Creative Arts Department
introduced a problem-static. This f the Murray Woman's Club held
causes
force
electrifying
Is first meeting of the new year
material to creep and cling and • Monday morning at the club
Mai give off unintended and not •use.
romantically induced sparks Mrs. A.W. Russell, chairman of
when one person touches another the department, presided at the
after walking across certain business meeting during which
carpets. Many aspects of the Mrs. Jack Beale Kennedy anstatic problem have been solved nounced that the department's
by the industry. Now it looks as if annual
Annette
Schmidt
most of the creep, cling and Scholarship Award has been
tingle will be gone from won presented to Miss Rebecca Hope
derfully durable washable nylon. Neathamer of Drakesboro. This
Major fiber companies are now scholarship was initiated by the
making "anti-stats". It's not department a year ago in
that the hair-raising static is memory of Mrs. Schmidt who
gone, but simple dissipated more was an active member before her
quickly as happens with natural death in 1970.
fibers. But there are other Mrs. Tass Hopson, bazaar
bonuses. The new nylons absorb chairman, announced that the
moisture faster making clothing annual Creative Arts Bazaar
feel cooler and more corfotable. will be held this year on
Anti-static properties also in- November 9 and 10, and she
crease soil resistance and soil urged all members to have their
releasing characterisitics. bazaar items finished by that
Whiter whites and brighter color time.
are the order of the day. — Mrs. Hood Hopson and Mrs.
Catherine C. Thompson, Hick- Tass Hopson conducted a lesson
man, Ky.42050-236-2.351.
on drawn work. This intricate art
of drawing threads from linen
and replacing them with
&heated and beautiful designs
was ably explained by these
NEW YORK UPIi In evladies who also had samples of
ery species in the animal
their work.
kingdom, the female lives
The next meeting of the
But
male
the
longer than
Creative Arts will be held in the
with humans, maybe it
helps to go to the doctor,
home of Mrs. Fred Gingles, who
the Health Insurance Instiis a charter member of the
tute says. A study by 15
department, and who will teach
physicians
Massachusetts
the lesson on creative stitchery.
found that women, as a
She will also have on display
more
group, visit doctors
many of her own art works at her
pften Usan men.
home

Healthier, too

PAGE FIVE
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Today's athletes bettei, Kerlan says
By PAUL CORCORAN
Copley News Service
LOS ANGELES - Jim
Thorpe, James J. Corbett and a
score of other legendary athletes would have trouble mak-

mg the grade as journeymen let
alone attaining stardom if they
were transported across time
to the 1970s, medical experts
contend
"The idea that athletes of the
past were stronger, more

durable and better than today
is a lot of baloney, a myth,"
said Dr. Robert Kerlan, a surgeon who has operated on some
of the most famous athletes of
the last 25 years
Walt Alston, Tager of the
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CON CANA

TOP PANTY TEAMS
. • NEBRASKA
- 109.0
- 108.4
2 - ALABAMA
- 107.2
3 - WI-Pit DAME
- 107.1
4 - MAS
- 107.0
5 -.COLORADO
- 106.6
6 - AUBURN
- 106.4
7 - STANFORD
- 105.9
8 MICHIGAN
- 105.8
9 - OKLAHOMA
STATE
- 104.3
10- PENN

-

sermon 26, 1971:
11 - L. S. U.
12 - TENNESSEE
11 - GEORGIA
14 - SOUTHEXN CALIF.
15 - ARKANSAS
16 - ARIZONA STAKE
17 - DUKE
18 - MISSISSIPPI
19 - HOUSTON
20 - NORTH CAROLINA

-

-

2033.
102.4
102.0
101.5
100.8
100.5
99.1
98.9
98,5
98.1

0
0
0
•
•
•
•
•
•

MAJOR COLLEGE GAMES - WEEK ENDING OCTOBER 3. 1971:
OPPONENT
MARGIN
FAVORITE
OPPONENT
FAVORITE
MARGIN
CAKES OF 10-2-71 - CONTINUED.
CASES OF 10-1-71.
1 CORNELL-NEW YORK
RUTGERS
BAYLOR
MIAMI-FLORIDA
7
21 NORTHERN ILLINOIS
GAMES OF 10-2-71
SAN DIEGO STATE
SOUIVERN ILLINOIS 17 WICHITA
10 MISSISSIPPI
ALABAMA
14 NEW MEXIOD STATE
S. M. U.
1 TEXAS TECH
ARIZONA
10 DUKE
STANFORD
28 EL PASO
ARIZONA STATE
7 INDIANA
SYRACUSE
ARKANSAS
21 T. C. U.
3 BOSTON UNIVERSITY
TEMPLE
31 KENTUCKY
AUBURN
14 FLORIDA
TENNESSEE
.0 RICHMOND
BOSTON ODLLEGE
24
OREGON
TEXAS
1 WESTERN MICHIGAN
BOWING GREEN
7 CINCINNATI
TEXAS ASH
3 NEW MEXICO
BRIGHAM YOLMG
21 OHIO UNIVERSITY
TOLEDO
7 EAST CAROLINA
CITADEL
17 WILLIAM & MARY
MANE
21 KANSAS STATE
COLORADO
3 WEST TEXAS
TULSA
31 HOLY CROSS
DAKINDUTH
7 OtECON STATE
U. C. L. A.
1 APPALACHIAN
DAVIDSON
7 WASHINGTON STATE
UTAH
10 VIRGINIA TECH
FLORIDA STATE
14 VIRGINIA
GEORGIA
31 MISSISSIPPI STATE VANDERBILT
VILLANOVA
3 DELAWARE
GEORGIA TECH
21 CLEMSON
7 FURMAN
V. M. I.
28 NORTHEASTERN
HARVARD
WAKE FOREST
3 MARYLAND
31 SAN JOSE STATE
HOUSTON
ILLINOIS
'WASHINGTON
10
14
KENT
STATE
IOWA STATE
7 PITTSBURGH
VEST VIRGINIA
KANSAS
7 MINNESOTA
7 03LORAD0 STATE
WYOMING
28 RICE
L. S. U.
XAVIER-OHIO
1 QUANTICO MARINES
LOUISVILLE
14 DAYTON
17 COLGATE
1 SOUTH CAROLINA
YALE
MEMPHIS STATE
PRO rocirsaLt - 10-3-71:
MIAMI-OHIO
26 MARSHALL
BALTIMORE
MICHIGAN
56 NAVY
14 NEW ENGLAND
MISSOURI
7 ARMY
DALLAS
10 WASHINGTON
DETROIT
10 ATLANTA
MONTANA
17 IDAHO
NEBRASKA
GREEN BAY
3 CINCINNATI
21 UTAH SIVE
NORTH CAROLINA
10 NORM CAROLINA ST. HOUSTON
3 NEW ORLEANS
NORTHWESTERN
7 DENVER
3 WISCONSIN
'
WANSAS CITY
NOTES DAME
24 MICHIGAN STATE
LOS ANGELES
7 CHICAGO
:,, ituan
7 NEW YIDRK JETS
04110 STATE
21 CALIFORNIA
OKLAHOMA
7 SOUTHERN CALIF.
MINNESOTA
24 BUFFALO
PACIFIC
21 SANTA BARBARA
PITTSBURGH
7 SAN DIEGO
PENNSYLVANIA
21 BROWN
7 NEW YORK GIANTS
ST. LOUIS
PENN STATE
21 AIR FORCE
SAN'FKANCISCO
21
ILADELPH IA
PRINCETON
3 COLUMBIA
PRO FOOTBALL - 10-4-71.
PURDUE
28 IOWA .
CLEVELAND
1 OAKLAND
OTHER COLLEGE GAMZS - MIZE ENDING omen 3. 1971:
FAVORITE
MARGIN
OPPONENT
MARGIN
FAVORITE
OPPONENT
ABILENE CHRISTIAN 24 NORTHERN COLORADO MARIETTA
10
KENYON
AMON
7 BALL STATE
MAYVILLE
7 DICKINSON-N. D.
ALBEIGHT
24 DELAWARE VALLEY
MICHIGAN TECH
mous STATE
10
ALFRED
7 CHATTANOOGA
10, UN ION
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
ALMA
42 GIUJID VALLEY
MILLSAPS
21 SENA/IRE
ANDERSON
7
HANOVER
MINOT STATE
21 VALLEY CITY
A8171.0 STATE
7 TARKI0
10
TARLETON
MISSOURI VALLEY
ARKANSAS A-M 6 N 21 MEINTICELL0
MONMOUTH
14 LAWRENCE
ARKANSAS TECH
HENDERSON
MONTANA TECH
56 NORTHERN MONTANA
3
NAIDOIN
7
WESLEYAN
MOREHEAD-KEXTUCXY 3 MURRAY
BUTLER
14 DePAUW
MORRIS-MINNESOTA 31 WINONA STATE
CALIFORNIA LUTH, 24 REDLANDS
28 HAVERFORD
WHLENBERG
CALIPOINIA-S.L.O. 21 HUMBOLDT
NEBRASKA itESLEYAX 10 AUSTIN
14 AUGUSTAXA-S.D.
CAMERON
11 *3111151200- TEXAS
/01711 DAKOTA
.cAxmoLL-wiscoesui 2A mnATN CENTRAL
NORIA DAKOTA ST. 17 MORNINCSIDE
CARSON NEWMAN
3 MARS HILL
M. E. OELAHOMA
3 N. M. HIGHLAN
CATAWBA
A
14 EMORY & HENRY
NORTHERN MICHIGAN 35 NORTHWOOD-MIC
CENTRAL COMM.
7 BRIDGEPORT
14 N. E. LOUISIANA
N. W. LOUISIANA
CENTRAL OKLAHOMA 28 LANGSTON
NORTHWESTERN-IOWA 24 MIDLAND
CENTRE
3
10
TAYLOR
WASHINGTON & LEE
OHIO NORTHERN
CONCORDIA-MINN.
14 DULUTH
OTTAWA-KANSAS
MORAL METHODIST
10
3 WHITEWATER
CONCORDIA-NEBRASKA 7 HASTINGS
PLATTEVILLE
DAVIS
7 PACIFIC LUTHERAN
10 RIVERSIDE
PUGET SOUND
MAKE
RANDOI.JMI MACON
14 TOWSON STATE
10 1101111113J4 IOWA
EASTERN ILLINOIS 31 CHICAGO CIRCLE
RIPON
10
BELOIT
EASTERN KENTUCKY 17 AUSTIN PRAY
ROCHESTER
7
WILLIAMS
EASTERN NEW MEXICO 1 TEXAS LUTHERAN
24 CULVER STOCKTON
WILLA
EDINBORO
14 SLIPPERY ROCK
17 S. W. MINNESOTA
ST. CLOUD
ELIZABETH CITY
28 HAMPTON
ST. JOHNS-MINN.
14 HAMLINE
ELMO
GARDNER WEBB
ST. MARY-KANSAS
10
21 MePHERSON
EVANSVILLE
10 S. E. MISSOURI
ST. OLAF
24 CORNELL-IOWA
FAIRMONT
7
21
GLENVILLE
SACRAMENTO
SONOMA STATE
FISK
1 SAVANNAH
SANTA CLARA
14 RENO
FLORENCE STATE
3 SAMFORD
SHAW
10 FAYETTEVILLE
FLORIDA A & M
17 SOUTH CAROLINA ST. SOUTHERN LOUISIANA 21 MISSISSIPPI VALLEY
FRANKLIN
7 EARLHAM
SOUTHERN UTAH
14 ODUDRADO hESTERN
7 HOPE
GEORGETOWN -KY.
S. W. LOUISIANA
10 TRINITY-TEXAS
GLASSBORO
10 TRENTON STATE
S. W. OKLAHOMA
21 S. E. OKLAHOMA
GRAPPLING
24 PRAIRIE VIEW
SOUTHWEST TEXAS
21 McMURRY
GRINNELL
14 CARLETON
SOUTHWESTERN-KANS. 24 BETHEL-KAASAS
GUSTAVUS ADOLPHUS 24 KAcALESTER
SOUTHWESTERN.TERN. 10 WASHINGTON-S.L.
HAMPDEN SYDNEY
35 BRIDGEWATER-VA.
TAMPA
31 YOUNGSTOWN
HAYWARD
42 SAN FRANCISCO
TENNESSEE TECH
3 MARTIN
HEIDELBERG
14 HIRAM
TEXAS ASI
24 S. F. AUSTIN
HILLSDALE
14 ST. NORBERT
TEXAS SOUTHERN
3 TENNESSEE STATE
HOWARD PAYNE
7 EAST TEXAS
TRINITY-GOWN.
BATES
ILLINOIS STATE
7 S. W. MISSOURI
TROY STATE
3
S. E. LOUISIANA
INDIANA STATE
3 CENTRAL MICHIGAN
TUSKEGEE
14 ALARANY
IOWA WESLEYAN
7 ILLINOIS COLLEGE
VALPARIASO
1
ST. JOSEPHS-IND,
JACKSONVILLE
14 WESTERN CAROLINA
WABASH
3 ALB ION
KANSAS WESLEYAN
24 TABOR
VIRGINIA STATE
10
HOWARD
1:EARNEY
7 CHADRON
wvtax
14
UPSALA
KENTUCKY STATE
I JACKSON STATE
WXEHBURN
21 WILLIAM JEWELL
KINGS POINT
21 ADELPHI
WEST LIBERTY
21 CONCORD
LACROSSE
14 STEVENS POINT
WESTERN ILLINOIS 28 MILWAWKEE
EHIGH
10 VERMONT
WESTERN KENTUCKY 2@ EAST TENNESSEE
21 PACIFIC-OREGON
WESTMAR
10 DANA
LONG BEACH
35 SAN FERNANDO
WESTMINSTER -PA.
35 LYCOMING
21 BUENA VISTA
WILLIAM PENN
14 WARTBURG
4,NEESE
I LOUISIAKAJECH
WITTENBERG
28 OTTERBEIN
MANCHESTER
7 INDIANA CENTRAL
IX/FIORD
7 PRESBYTERIAN
4AMKAr,
17 LINCOLN-MISSOURI
YANrTON
56 SIOUX FALLS
71850145 AECOED.
8IT-168
Pc-T- 800
)115SED-12
TIED-6
COPYRIGHT 1971 BY Till CARR RATINGS SERVICE

PUNT
PASS &KICK
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CON1PETITION

Boys between
8 and 13
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DAY IS Oct.at the1:"
City p.m.
Park
rr. n and reipster
with your Mom, Dad or
guardian Get your free PP&K Tips Book with
Potnters from the pros, complete competition
details You can win one of the 18 trophies
rn o u r local
competition
. Punt, Pass and Kiri,
your way to the NFL Super Bowl Game in
New Orleans'

PARKER FORD
701 Main-Murray

'SIGN UP AT
OUR SHOWROOM
ODAY!

,

Ivy League Takes
Statistic Honors

Los Angeles Dodgers, is of the
same opinion. "I've noticed a
change in the past 15 or 20
years," he said. "It is true in
baseball as well as basketball
NEW YORK (UPI) -The Ivy with 186 yards per game;
- the tall men are better coor- League is growing up.
Cornell's Mark Allen, who
dinated than the boys were in
Long looked upon as a ranks seventh in total offense
the past."
mediocre football conference, with 219 yards per game, and
It is true, said Alston, "that The Ivies these days are Pennsylvania's Tommy Pinto,
we may baby athletes more producing some of the most who is 12th in total offense with
than in the past, substituting talented
gridiron 192 yards a game.
collegiate
for players more frequently
material in the national.
past."
But
this does
than in the
The weekly statistics of the
not refer to the quality of toIndividual Leaders:
Collegiate Sports Serday's athletes - nor neces- National
Today Offense
vices bears this out. All three
sarily to their courage.
cateG. 44ds. Ydpg
-If a man really wants to major individual offensive
1 3177 307.0
stay in condition today, he gories -rushing, passing and Phu, Prceton
1 260 260.0
will," said Alston. "The same total offense -are headed by ?Amen), Crnell
3 748 249.3
Bailee, Said
was true of athletes in the an Ivy Leaguer.
3 722 240.7
Sixkllr, Wash
past.
Rod Plummier of Princeton is Lmka,0 St.
2 475 237.3
Courage is a quality that
the leader in both passing and
Rushing
doesn't change year from year,
total offense after playing his
G. Nids YDpg
man to man.
the season last Mrnaro, Cornell
1 260 260.0
A courageous athlete such as first game of
307
piled
up
Monte Straton who played pro- Saturday. Plummer
1 186 186.0
JaurN Yale
fessional haReball after losing yards in total offense in the Gm, Arts St
I 331 165.5
his right leg in a hunting acci- Tigers' 33-18 defeat at the Nwhouse, Hous
3 484 161.3
on
-all
Rutgers
dent in 1938, in other words, be- hands of
Mtchll, Penn St. 2 314 157.0
longs in the same league with passing. He hit on 21 of 32 pass
Passing
Byron Picollo, the late Chicago attempts.
G. Cmp Cm.pg
Bear back whose determina- Ed Marinaro of
1 21 21.0
Cornell, who Plnamr, Prcetn
tion in the face of certain death
2 37 181
also made his debut last Strck Va. T
from cancer was acknowledged
3 49 16.3
Saturday, is the leader in Frgsn, Ark
within the year by teammate
TIPS SCALES OF JUSTICE-Fired in 1988 because her 228
Mdya, Louisville 2 32 16.0
rushing
with
260
yards
compiled
Gayle Sayers.
pounds seemed inappropriate to a physical education
'ruLsa
2
32
16.0
Starks,
in
the
Big
Red's
38-20
victory
But the physical reality takes
teacher in a San Francisco school, Miss Elizabeth Blodover
Colgate.
Marinaro,
who
some of the luster off players
gett was ordered reinstated by the District Court of
The University of Kentucky
led the nation in rushing a year
such as Thorpe, one of the most
Appeals, which said she had been excellent.
placed
four
men
on
the
SEC
ago, also ranks second in total
fabled all-around athletes in
Eleven of the Decade (1950-59).
iglense
history. The statistics take
They were Steve Mellinger End- Vito (Babe) 13/rill' was the 54 yards for a total of 1,681; the
nothing away from Thorpe Other Ivy Leaguers off to a 1953), tackles Lou Michales University of Kentucky's first following year, he passed for
when you compare him to men good start are Dick Jauron of
(1957) and Bob Gain (1950), and 1,000-yard performer. In 1950, he 1,643 yards and ran for -161
of his time in the early 20th Yale, who is
passed for 1,627 yards and ran for yards, for a total of 1,482.
second in rushing OB "Babe" Parilli (1951).
Century, but he does not
measure up by modern standards, Kerlan will tell you.
Thorpe, at about 175 pounds,
hardly compares with Leroy
Kelly, a Sayers or an 0. J.
Simpson,all of whom are faster
and 20 to 25 pounds heavier.
The running back of today is also fighting for yardage against
defensive men who average
SCOTT'S
perhaps 50 pounds per man
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more than players of the 1920s
or 1940s, for that matter.
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for Wood Paneling and Cabinets
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hormones to . increase their
-,. ..
.
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But the length of the modern
schedules and the travel de.*
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mands make it necessary to
1
have bigger and stronger men.
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A Babe Ruth or a Ty Cobb
might have been able to re
one or,two, or even three days
in a row on a train while the
Clear Food Wrap
team was on the road, comlb.
Boneless
pared to the overnight air stops
Roll
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required of modern priessional and even college team
Too, television exposur
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shows the frailties of even a],
1
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only in person.
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better in his salad days.
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•
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•
• Illegal Cutback
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•
The state Insurance Depart• ment
No. 303 can
has charged the Home
• Insurance
CORN
Co. of New York, one
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B MILTON RICHM
UPI Sports Write'
NEW YORK
UPI)
Alou brothers have nei
into the kind of troubl
Johnson did.
They come to play.
Anytime or anypla
doesn't matter where
Francisco, St. Louis, E
Pittsburgh, Atlanta, 0
New York or the Don
Republic which is where
Malty and Jesus corm
and where they are rt
the same way the Dil
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W. L. F
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90 71 .5':
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New York
82 79 .51
70 89 .4,
Montreal
Philadelphia 67 94 .4
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W. L. F
San Francisco 89 71 '
Los Angeles 88 72 .581 80 .5
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79 82 4'
Cincinnati
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Houston
69 98 .3'
San Diego
tkAtinched Division title
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N
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California 6 Minnesota ;
aklans 2 Kansas City
tO
:
Itlmore 10 aos 2 (1st
Itimore 5 Sos 4 12n
ilwaukee 3 Chicago 1
Oev 8 Det 7 (suspende

45 Chuck Roast
89;
,
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the state's largest property
insurers, with cutting back its '
homeowners' business for more
profitable sales.
Insurance Commissioner
Robert Preston ordered an Oct.
20 hearing for the company to
show cause why its license should
not be revoked or suspended or
the company fined.
Preston said the company is
refusing
to
write
new
homeowner's insurance policies
in Kentucky and refusing
renew such policies even though
1
applicants are similar in risks t
other policyholders
He further charged the refusals
are based on the applicant's race
,
the location of the property or o
'
which of the firm's agents i
handling business.
The company was described a
continuing property and fir
coverage for large commercia
businesses but cutting out man ,
small property owners.
Preston said the firm i
abandoning small propert
business and keeping larger
'
more profitable contracts,
"If all companies did this, "hi
said, "small property owner
'
would be unable to get any in
surance outside of the FAI t
(Fair Access to Insuranc
Ftequriements) plan."
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49t Pork Loin
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HUNTS

TOMATO
CATSUP
14-oz

8--.
'
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..,_,.. ..

Ilkord%

, 29'
KELLY'S

Pork Brains
JOAN OF ARC

Reelfoot Sliced

59;
lb.

All-Meat

55;

1

lb.

100% Pure

HUNT'S

WHOLE
TOMATOES
No. 2',2 can

39t
17t
9,

' .

.

No. 300 can i

, Red Kidney Beans 1

Make Your Own Almond Bark!

'1.49

59;

--11;,;,:-..
';"-.- vt'••,:
:-.7

FLAVORKIST

:a .1-41,
-.1gg:

*"--- ,1

Or at e(!cm;

0.

CHOC. SNAPS or SNO PUFFS

3 Pkgs. for SP°

SUNFLOWER

MEAL

Can

; WHITE CHOCOLATE
2 lbs.

35;

BLUE
BONNET

OLEO
3 lbs.

Recipe:
for
1.Melt in double boiler
Other Recipes
2.Mix in almonds
00
On Back
$1
3. Spread on wax paper. Let cool.
of Package _ .

5 lbs.

49'
Swanns Market

SAVE 15'WHEN YOU NY A
1 LB. CAN of
MISER'S COFFEE
SPICIA1 PIKE
WIN THIS COZON
r.rIThi74
KIIKNOIN CRSPN4 89'
,...........,„.
Limit 1 per customer
. Good Thu Oct. 7, 1971
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By JOE CARNICE
UPI Sports Writ
Time is running out
pressure is building fa
Angeles Dodgers.
The Dodgers remain
League's
National
Division race Tuesday
beating the San Diego
1 on Maury Wills' ei
single. But it didn't g
any ground as Chris
a three-run homer an
Perry pitched a seam
lift San Francisco
victory coter the Si
Padres and keep the

game in front with t
John Cumberland
try to keep the Giant
express rolling tonigh

MURRA'
MUFFLE

SERVICE

Phone 753-9
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American League Roundup

Sports Parade

Alou Brothers Come To Play
Ball Anytime And Anyplace

Orioles Win 100 Games For
North Dakota State Holds Third Year In A Row Tuesday

By BOB DI PIETRO
run and scored three runs.
share of the home run lead sw
brothers are here.
UPI Sports Writer
Coleman, with home run help he hit his 32nd to spark
He's hitting .315, while the 29You are Felipe Alou which of
Some unique individual ,and from Norm Cash, Bill Freehan Oakland to a 2-1 victory over
year-old Jesus is at .278 with
the three Alous he considers the
team achievements made Tues- and Gates Brown, won his 20th the Kansas City Royals and the
Houston.
best ballplayer and he gives the
"I think Matty is the favorite
'Tennessee State had 79 points day a perfect day for figure against nine losses as the club's 100th triumph. Jim
By bill madde
question considerable thought.
and the Hilltoppers came up filberts and baseball historians. Tigers beat Cleveland4-2 after "Catfish" Hunter, went the
with my mother because he's
Sports Writer
UPI
"To be honest," he says, "I
iny NEW YORK (UPI( —North with only .73. Louisiana Tech, The rabid fan went scuttling the Indians won the completion first seven innings to raise his
the smallest," says
think I have *le most ability.
over which also got a first place to the record books to find out of a game originally suspended record to 21-11.
mother never worries about our Dakota
State's lead
Matty is the best hitter. He has
the last time a team had won on Father's Day 8-7.
In other AL action, Marty
averages. All she ever wants to Arkansas State in the United vote, closed out the top 10.
more guts and confidence than
know is whether we're healthy. Press International top 20 small Five coaches from each of 100 games for three years in a Cash chipped in with his 31st Pattin won his 14th game and
Jesus and I put together, but
My father is different. He
ratings couldn't get any the seven geographical areas row ... the last time the and 32nd home runs of the Ken Sanders received credit for
Jesus is the most professional wants to know the averages." college
comprise the UPI ratings American League produced 10 season to gain a share of the his 31st save as the Milwaukee
smaller.
of all three."
Brewers edged the Chicago
When the three Alous finish With 33 of the 35 coaches on board. Each week they vote on 20-game winners ... the last league lead.
No one in baseball today
here they generally head back the UPI ratings board partici- th top 10 teams and points are time a team named the -Ted Uhlaender's ninth-inning White Sox 3-2 and Dick Billings
really is more professional than
imig in the voting, the top awarded on a 10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 Athletics had chalked up 100 double scored Vada Pinson broke a 2-2 tie with a double in
for the Dominican Republic pe--Felipe Alou. At 36 he's the where they play in the same
Bison drew 17 first basis for votes from first to victories in a season.
from first base to give the the seventh and Washington
ranked
oldest of the three Alous, he is outfield for the Escogidas club
The Baltimore Orioles of Indians and Sam McDowell the went on to defeat the New York
and 287 points while tenth.
votes
place
for
the
spokesman
more or less
manager Earl Weaver joined victory in the suspended game. Yankees, 4-2.
in the winter league. They the No. 2 Indians picked up 11
them and he plays for the New always hit 1-2-3 in the batting
.40•
Connie Mack's Philadelphia Reggie Jackson maintained a
b4=4:74=.0.=•=,•i==-:7.=4=.
In the National League, Los
place votes and 286 points.
first
York Yankees. In this day and order. Matty has led the
Athletics of 1929-30-31 and Billy
Angeles edged Houston 2-1, to
Arkansas State, which has
ballplayers
so
many
age when
Southworth's St. Louis Cardinhitting
apte all
gta
Dominican League in
ota S
keep alive its pennant hopes in
lasedDakthe
crth
n, No
ed
so
trail
and sea
twice
have one kind of beef or three times, Felipe
als of 1942-43-44 as the only
by
the West; St. Louis downed the
another, meet Felipe Alou, the Jesus once.
teams in major league history
New York Mets 5-2 Atlanta
accumulating 14 second place
=••=4:14D{}={}=tC.=.=.=-C}C
exception. Speaking for his
Ito win 100 games or more over
with votes and five third place nods
blanked Cincinnati 4-0, Philadelthree
were
all
Originally
By United Press International
brothers as well as himself, he the San Francisco Giants and
three successive seasons when
phia set down Pittsburgh 6-3,
North Dakota State got
National League
while
says, "We have a lot to be they got to play together in one only
By MIKE BRANDON
s
East
they swept a double header
for second and
Montreal squeaked by Chicago
votes
nine
W. L. Pct. OZ grateful for. This country
from the Boston Red Sox
game for them.
5-4 and San Francisco trounced
for third.
none
96 65 596 ..
x•Pittsburgh
opened a big door for us."
559
90 71
6
Felipe Alou is the type who Grambling, which last week Grade School basketball starts Tuesday 10-2 and 5-4.
St. Louis
San Diego 7-1 to stay one game
Felipe Alou is finishing his doesn't generally say much but
its second weekend in Calloway Left-hander Dave McNally
513 13 1/2
82 78
Chicago
Montana,
with
up on Los Angeles.
third
for
tied
82 79 509 14
New York
14th season in the majors he did speak up back in 1963
with three games on tap won his 21st game in the opener
the deadlock this week by County
70 89 440 25
broke
Montreal
—The
(UPI)
Del.
DOVER,
six
during which he put in
for Friday night.
as the Birds launched a 17-hit
67 94 416 29
Philadelphia
when Alvin Dark, managing the
— getting one first place vote and
SLOW
West
years with the Giants, six with Giants then, sent Matty
Lynn Grove will visit Almo in a barrage against loser Ray Culp winless Delaware State College FASTEST TIME IS
Grizzlies
the
while
points
217
GB
Pct.
W. L.
_..wAnuNsGLEN,N.y.(upf)
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of
some
team
lost
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Braves,
lost
teams
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Both
of
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e
pair
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and reliever Ken Brett. Don
the minors while he was slipped to fourth with a
San Francisco 89 71 .556 ...
A's last season before they nursing a bad knee.
1
17ensinging55.4coontaterax,
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Los Angeles 88 72 550
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2
1
79 82 491 10/
Cincinnati
es- Lotus to the fastest time
abuwe
job
good
a
did
he
thought
He
to
New
losing
107-24
Conand Elrod Hendricks hit his investigation announced T
78 82 .488 11
Houston
Felipe argued with Dark. "Why the sixth and seventh spots and Alm°
day.
2 last year with the A's, hitting
/
69 98 .337 281
San Diego
pract
are you sending him to
with Eastern c°rd. Aline failed to place a man ninth home run, a two-run shot
iceeited
x-Clinched Division title
Athletic Director James Wil- fTheresdasuLainy,stinomfficia:000
and Tacoma? You should send him were unchanged
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for
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loss
in
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double
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in
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Grand
not
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would
they
when
up
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shook
it
2
Prix.
21
York
points
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while
New
Calhoun
Salmon
Chico
Utilltyman
51l. Louis 5
to a hospital instead."
tucky filling those places.
said "there were Fittipaldi's speed was a
Montreal 5 Chicago 4 (night)
suddenly traded him to New It didn't do any good. Felipe
drove in three runs in the players, but
tie for eighth for Lynn Grove.
week's
Last
-47Iti1a 6 Pitts 3 (night)
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much
so
up
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It
York.
and
Kirksey
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winners,
a
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and
nightcap
0
(night)
Dark's
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Alvin
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Alou remembers
between Western Kentucky and
Angeles 2 140vston 1 (night) he nearly quit.
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victory
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worry about another ballplayer
enko 15-14), night
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- Houston (FOrsch 7-8) at Los
The tests were
night
So if I'm traded again this time was my brother."
ngeles (Downing 20-8),
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guided
Stan
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through baseball without any
California 6 Minnesota 2
trouble. We wish the Alou
,Oaklans 2 Kansas City 1
ltimore 10 Bos 2 11st twinite) brothers not only to be good
Itirnore 5 Bos 4 ( 2nd night) ballplayers, but to be good By United Press International
Stargell,
League:
National
Leading Batters
. i lwaukee 3 Chicago 2 (night)
Pitt 48; H. Aaron, Atl 47; May,
National League
bey 8 Oct 7 (suspended game. citizens and to set an example
Cin 39; Williams, natl. Johnson.
G. AB R H Pct.
:igh)
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for the Dominican People."
34; and Bonds. SF 33.
161 634 97 230 363 Phil
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4 Clev 2 (reg game night)
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already have set a fine Bckrt, Ch 131 530 80 181 342 Bos and Melton, Chi 30;
'S Probable Pitchers
Clmnte, Pit 131 518 81 177 342 F.Robinson, Ball, PetroceIII,
-. California (Wright 16.16) at example.
139 495 95 162 327
4arn, Atl
Minnesota (Blyleven 15.15)
Bos, Nettles, Clev and KilleThere is a fourth brother, Sngilln Pit 137 505 59 169 319 brew,
Kansas City (Fitzmorris 7-5)
Minn 28.
135 502 61 160 319
t Oakland (C. Dobson 15-5), Juan, who is the youngest. He's Jones, My
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a
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night.
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Oak 21 11, Wood, Chi 2)13
• (Only games scheduled)
B MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK (UPI) —The
Alou brothers have never run
into the kind of trouble Alex
Johnson did.
They come to play.
Anytime or anyplace It
doesn't matter where —San
Francisco, St. Louis, Houston,
Pittsburgh, Atlanta, Oakland,
New York or the Dominican
Republic which is where Felipe,
Malty and Jesus come from
and where they are regarded
the same way the DiMaggio
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55;
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59;
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92°
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49'
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What's got Datsun dealers
laughing up their sleeves?

i

;
I

r

ational

League Roundup

Time Is Running Out And
Pressure Building On LA
faces the Padres' Clay Kirby the winning run on Wills' single Deron Johnson and Greg
By JOE CARNICELLI
(14-13). San Francisco's Juan off shortstop Roger Metzger's Luzinski each hit two-run
UPI Sports Writer
Padres' glove.
homers to lift the Phils over
Time is running out and the Marichael and the
staff aces, Should the race end in a tie, Pittsburgh. The homers foiled
pressure is building for the Los Dave Roberts, the
will square off in Thursday's it will be decided by a one- Dock Ellis' bid to become a 20Angeles Dodgers.
finale.
game playoff on Friday. The game winner and enabled Rick
the
in
remained
Dodgers
The
Western Speier's home run capped a winner faces the Pittsburgh Wise to post his 17th victory.
League's
National
League Phil Niekro pitched a threeDivision race Tuesday night by four-run sixth inning that Pirates for the National
the
for
game
the
up
pennant.
wrapped
2hitter and Ralph Garr ran his
Padres
Diego
San
the
beating
led 2-1 in Elsewhere in the NL, Mon- hitting streak to 22 games in
1 on Maury Wills' eight-inning Giants. San Francisco
over
Phi- the
Braves' victory
single. But it didn't gain them the sixth when Willie McCovey treal edged Chicago 5-4,
Pittsburgh 6-3, Cincinnati. Garr had two hits,
Dick
later,
beat
out
ladelphia
one
and
doubled
hit
Speier
Chris
as
ground
any
out Cincinnati 4-0 scored one run and drove in
a three-run homer and Gaylord Dietz was walked intentionally. Atlanta shut
downed New York another and rookie Earl WilPerry pitched a seven -hitter to Al Gallagher singled in McCo- and St. Louis
a 5-2.
Speier,
lead
and
3-1
a
for
vey
liams had two runs batted at.
7-1
a
to
Francisco
San
lift
Boston 10-2 Steve Carlton, who icist 19
victory ovbr the San Diego rookie shortstop, followed with Baltimore swept
stopped games last season, fre'attered
Padres and keep the Giants a his eighth homer off Ed Acosta, and 5-1, California
Minnesota 6-2, Milwaukee edged seven hits to becorne
(a 20-gat
also a rookie
game in front with two to go.
year in the
The Dodgers, who'll send 20- Chicago 3-2, Washington defeat- winner this
John Cumberland (9-6) will
game winner Al Downing ed New York 4-2, Oakland Cardinals' j,tlunph over the
try to keep the Giants' pennant
against young Ken Forsch (7-8) shaded Kansas City 2-1 and Meta. Teçl4lmmons knocked in
express rolling tonight when he
tonight were completely sty- Cleveland nipped Detroit 8-7 in two rtIs during a three -run
mied for five innings by Don the completion of a suspended first inning.
Wilson, a surprise starter. game before dropping the
• SIDELINED
Wilson retired the first 15 regularly scheduled game 4-2
CHICAGO (UP11 -Goalie
Dodgers he faced before Duke the American League.
Chicago
Sims led off the sixth with a Rusty Staub's one-out 'single Gary Smith of the
sidelined
homer to tie the score at 1-1. in the bottom of Afie ninth Black Hawks will be
a
Bobby Valentine walked with scored winning jrftcher Ernie about three weeks with
left
his
on
finger
ring
fractured
run
winning
with
the
took
McNally
one out in the eighth,
hand in
second on winning pitcher Bill that enabled the Expos to beat hand. He injured his
753-9999
Phone
practice Tuesday
Singer's sacrifice and scored Chicago.

LURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE

•

LHIEIE.

Datsun has something over all their
./V
/'competitors: T.E.E. H.E.E. Which stand
for Technical Engineering Excellence.
And Highly Extravagant Extras.
Z.
Our 510 4-Door is loaded with
T.E.E. and ctock-full of H.E.E. T.E.E.
means things like a body welded into
a single steel unit. No rattle. Longer
wear.
It means equipment like safety
frOnt ..disc brakes, overhead casn en-

gine and independent rear suspension.
Now for the H.E.E. For nothing
extra the 510 4-Door comes with reclining front buckets, whitewalls,
carpets and tinted glass—all standard
equipment.
See the Small Car Expert, your
Datsun dealer, and test drive the 510,
soon. It offers so much value, it isn't
even funny.
Drive a Datsun...then decide.

DATSUN
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

Lassiter-McKinney Datsun
So 12th Street

Open Evenings Till 8:00 - Phone 753-7114

.0
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Open Till Midnight 7 Days A Week
for Your Shopping Convenience

YOU ALWAYS BUY THE BEST FOR LESS

ERTT

DOUBLE STAMPS ALL DAY TUES & WED.
The Only Store in Murray That Offers
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
-Only U.S. Prime Beef!

COFFEE
Wesson

59,

OIL
24 oz bot
Star-KistilmA

39c

2-oz. can
/
61
S°ftex

Jumbo Size Scott Paper

8-oz. cans $100

DETERGENT di&

BISCUITS

DEL MONTE

Qt %PO

6 44;
CARNATION3
TREAT

8cans
-°z

12-oz can 59C

FIRST PRIZE

jar

TEXUN

Grapefruit Juice
ARMOUR'S

CHILI
MORTON'S

46-oz. can

3
3
4

Apple Peach
Cherry

FRUIT PIES
BEANS

LUCK61ilN

10c
PANTY HOSE 66c
HAIR SPRAY 63c
Jergen's

SOAP

Bath
size

303
cans

Qt Jar

Liberty

BREAD
Seald Sweet
ORANGE

JUICE
12-oz. cans

more add. pur.,
& dairy prod. exc.

LIVER

29
BOLOGNA
39

By-the-Piece

lb.

lb

59;

K LOIN
POR
E
CHUCK ROAST us Prime

a

Ib

lb

lb.
lb.

Pound

4:P

FRESH

NECK

Fresh Green

CABBAGE HAM

_lb

88C
69c

SLICES

lb.

SLICED

1 5p JOWLS
SAC/021
lb

PORK SAUSAGE
Gerber
Strained
4%-oz. Or

lb.

PUFFS

FACIAL TISSUE
STUFFED OLIVES

Golden Ripe

175 ct

3/9 BANANAS POTATOES 7
49c
29
35c
ONIONS
5/$1
POTATOES lb iu

oz jar

Cream
303 cans

9t

gal

Qt. bot.

TURNER'S

2 gal
1
/

43C

Pkg10C

Yellow

lb

CARROTS
2 19.;
Cello Bags

c3:n3s

89; APPLES

A NEW ERA—Pre
peror Hirohito of
torie meeting in
Alaska. In the fir

Yachting
Tool Of B

By LEROY POP
UPI Business Writ
NEW YORK UPI)
tog parties costing ar
from a new hundred di
$6,000 a day are bee(
promotional tool of bus
over the free world.
The yachts may bt
company owned or et
Companies that "ow
own - charter their
other business firms
brokers when they are:
them.
The boats range frorr
cruisers in the $30,00(
price range to the
sailing brig Antara, o
built for Germany's
family and once ow
Barbara Hutton, the W
heiress.
Now owned by a
corporation, the Antars
had for a cruisini
meeting, complete wi
and food and liquor
guests, for a paltry
day.
She was chartered
rate for a two-week c
the Gulf of Mexico li
ha
year
but this
undergoing refurbishing
Just recently a Wa
house, which prefers tc
unidentified, charter(
large yachts to take 2(
on a cruise in Lon!
Sound. The craft we:
tered from Neal Heap
Wide Yacht Enterprise:
Heap, who came
'Inited States from En
years ago, runs one of
..2.1obal chartering Ix
us firm owns no ya
s-ts only craft furnisht
rew, but he can rent
notice anything from
!.sailing ketch with a Gr
lin the Aegean Sea to a
enough to carry a pa
across the Pacific. He
yachts on his list I
American and Europ
ters, South America,
East and Australia.
"The corporate pi
and floating sales
charter business is

3-lb
bag

Sweet

lflc

Liberty Coupon
50

GREEN
STAMPS

50

with this coupon and
55grocery purchase.
Job. & dairy prod.
exc.

Void After Oct. 5

TOMATOES a 3/$1
Pride of

I

Cello

BLEACH
Style
CORN
SYRUP
ICE MILK
BLACKBURNS

Red

20-1b. bag

FRANKS

Yellow Cream Style

119c
49c
39c
25c
89c
29c
39c

9ct1HAMBURGER 49;

STATE FAIR

Void After Oct. 5

48
79,

lb

4
RESH
ICS
PICN
9 9'
BONES
C

TEENIE WEENIE

3
CORN

Pork

1,4 SLICED

PUREX

Just Wonderful

TOWELS 1
'th coupon & 5 or

PATTIES
lb.

ROAST

'ans 4P1
ans 4/1

Lo,1

pair

Liberty Coupon
SCOTT

lb

Boston Butt
PORK

a

Morrell Smoked

20-oz. size $1

Perfect Plus

13-oz. can

FRANKS
12-oz. pkg.

1BAC
C4S
Cans

49c

BABY FOOD
er

CUT

lb. aa

REELFOOT

CENTER CUT

MAYONNAISE
10-oz
Lotion bot

Split BROILERS"

Gr. Beef

Bags

h n

MS
HA
49c

BLUE PLATE

Jergen's

lb. ja

Mks Libe
Tray Pack
v

2-oz. cans $1
/
151

with BEANS

BREAST cn

99;

alt

Gravy Style $229
25-lb. bag

DOG FOOD
SALAD DRESSING Qt

Chicken

can

JACK

Armour's

lb.

STEAK

3/89c
39C
39C

LIBERTY

Puffin

Family Pack

U.S. Prime
ROUND

box

PRIDE OF ILL

glij

Texize Pink

bob 41$1
-ib 89c

COCA—COLAS
FOOD
CHEESE
s
No
Hr
PEACHES
TOM. JUICE
POT. CHIPS
GR. BEANS
MACKEREL

TOWELS

TOM. SAUCE

Cut-Up

791 FRYERS

1-lb. can

TISSUE ic
4-Roll pkg.
Sacramento

8

Folgers

Murray Kentucky

Southside Shopping Center

TO LIMIT

* U.S. FOOD STAMPS REDEEMED *
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Golden Del.

-lb. bag
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YOU CAN MAKE IT

U.S. troops in Europe
face racial problems
By VERNON E. BROWN
Copley News Service

5'

en

cn
BREAST ja
BROILERS,"
FRANKS49C
lb.

C

lb.

LFOOT

12-oz. pkg.

eef

PATTIES 79C
LIVER
29_
ib

lb.

:he-Piece

BOLOGNA
lb 39C

59°'
lb
lb.

ound

,lb

69c
49C
39c
25c

lb' 89C

29c
39c
49
lb.
lb

A NEW ERA—President and Mrs. Nixon listen as Emperor Hirohito of Japan makes a brief speech at a historic' meeting in an Air Force hangar at Anchorage,
Alaska. In the first visit by a reigning Japanese em-

peror to a foreign land in the 2,631-year histois of the
monarchy, Hirohito and Nixon exchanged warm greetings to herald a new era in diplomatic relations strained
by the new United States economic and China policies.

Yachting Parties Are
Tool Of Business World

In a recent trip to many
countries in Europe, I had the
opportunity to visit a number of
our Air Force and Army bases
there.
I had the chance to quietly
check on the deteriorating
racial problem faced every day
by. our fighting men who.are
serving in someone else's
country,defending the rights of
others and willing to give of
their lives to make ours more
pleasant.
Let's take Germany as an
example. As we approach the
main gate at Ramstein Air
Force Base, we are greeted by
a German soldier whose job it
is to protect the base. After we
enter the gate, let's continue
our journey to the housing area
and we'll see the inadequate
facilities provided by Uncle
Sam for our men and their
families under arms.
At the Airman's Club and
NW Club we find that as we
enter the front door, or the back
door, or the side door, we're
greeted by a Las Vegas atmosphere, because in our view
are rows and rows of slot
machines. As we look around
the base, well find various
concessions such as travel
agencies and restaurants,
owned and run by Germans.

echelon officers, "are very
concerned about race relations
and about the ever menacing
drug problem. I visited with
white and black soldiers, young
and old. I found that the attitude generally was, "Why
should we protect another
man's country that doesn't
want us here anyway?"
Ironically in the service, if
something happens to an
American serviceman, if he
gets in trouble, or in an accident outside his base, he is
first turned over to the German
government, then given back to
the American government. So
far as I'm concerned, this is
double jeopardy. The suffering
of American servicemen in
German courts is humiliating.
Over-all, the young soldiers
` black and white, want no part
of the military. Their main
concern is to get out of the
service, get high and make
love. War is not their thing.
I feel that the Defense
Department is dcing an outstanding job monitoring the
race problem of its servicemen. The various branches
of service have taken more
affirmative action, have moved
faster and their commitments

are greater than any other
entity of our federal government.
It would be a great day when
our servicemen can be paid for
the work they do on a par with
their civilian counterparts.
Uncle Sam has always
rationalized its inability to pay
servicemen decent salaries.
with its so-called fringe
benefits for parents and
families of servicemen.
All in all, our men looked
generally healthy, but it's very
lonely protecting someone
else's land. I no longer share
t:a belief that it's the American
serviceman's job to live with
and protect the average,
German
unappreciative
family.

DR. D. CHRIS EMMERT
- CHIROPRACTOR
Phone 753-9909 office

DISHES Pkg10c
hv

3•lb

—

SPECIAL *

The amount of jobs created
fast," he said. Many of Heap's
By LEROY POPE
their names
want
our dollar in Germany is
with
don't
clients
UPI Business Writer
a variety of
more than you can possibly
for
revealed
NEW YORK (UPI) —Yachtimagine. At the same time the
reasons but among his recent
ing parties costing anywhere
unemployment rate at home is
have been
clients
charter
from a new hundred dollars to
disastrously high. Let's walk
Metal CliAmerican
DuPont,
$8,000 a day are becoming a
by the barracks where the
Foster Wheeler, General
promotional tool of business all max,
of marijuana is a comscent
Bowles,
&
, < Electric, Benton
ever the free world.
mon smell.
Bernbach, Renfield
Dane
Doyle
The yachts may be either
F&M.
the
and
The racial turmoil is a very
Importers
company owned or chartered.
common thing in Europe. I was
Corp.
Schaefer
their
"own
Companies that
deeply saddened to see that,
Chartered yacht parties are
3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
own" charter their craft to
racially, many of our military
corporations if
to
deductible
tax
other business firms through
bases there have experienced
Cole Slaw, Rolls
they are for either legitimate
brokers when they aren't using
many brutal attacks, black
business purposes or charity,
then).
upon whites, whites upon
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE
Heap said. A number of
The boats range from cabiniblacks.
yachts
own
who
companies
$30,000-$40,000
an
see
cruisers in the
It was beyond me to
made a practice of taking
price range to the 300-foot
Army that so effectively could
MONEY TROUBLES—U.S.Treasury Secretary John Conorphanages and
from
parties
sailing brig Antara, originally
fight together, and yet so
nally (right) and Federal Reserve Chairman Arthur
other institutions on cruises
ineffectively live together.
a Washington meeting of the 10 leading in--,
built for Germany's Krupp
leave
Burns
promotion
because it's good
to co-operate on cur-..1
agreed
10
The
family and once owned by
nations.
dustrial
Let me point out that the
Phone 753-7101
and saves some on the
12th & Sycamore
Barbara Hutton, the Woolworth policy
rency realignment and other measures to bring an ene# isedership in the service, the
upkeep.
yacht's
to the U.S. import surcharge.
heiress.
Now owned by a Florida
corporation, the Antara can be
had for a cruising sales
meeting, complete with crew
and food and liquor for the
guests, for a paltry $8,000 a
day
She was chartered at that
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
rate for a two-week cruise in
the Gulf of Mexico last year
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
been
has
year
but this
undergoing refurbishing.
EAST SIDE OF THE SWART
moIrtay
relieves
Just recently a Wall Street
remain
to
prefers
which
house,
five
unidentified, chartered
LADY ESTER
large yachts to take 200 clients
NEO-SYNEPHRINE
4-Purpose
on a cruise in Long Island
si
cqc
Sound. The craft were chartered from Neal Heap's World
Wide Yacht Enterprises, Inc.
Heap, who came to the
Bottle of 24 Tablets
"Jnited States from England 21
.
'''
csztIt
Reg. 5 1.49
years ago, runs one of the few
Special Economy
global chartering businesses.
Size 14-oz.
i His firm owns no yachts and
lists only craft furnished with a
1,
ARMOUR
Sale
sew, but he can rent on short
small
notice anything from a
APPIAN WAY
No. N534
Reg. 5 1.89
sailing ketch with a Greek crew
REGULAR
.,in the Aegean Sea to a craft big
enough to carry a party of 50
"
AW
across the Pacific. He has 650
yachts on his list based in
"
RATS
roan.flent
American and European wa2-oz. Box
/
121
ters, South America, the Far
New Twist Cap
East and Australia.
KILLS
7-oz. Plastic Bottle
Reg. 5 1.89
"The corporate promotion
RATS
and floating sales meeting
charter business is growing

(Murray Only)

ALL DAY THURSDAY

994

oit

Reg. Box

9

$1.25 Attie —
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Kentucky fried ekiektst.

STOP, SHOP,
AND
SAVE

FACE
CREAM

sAVEs.1-

Reg. s1.30

76;

CEPACOL
WASH
MOUTH
and
GARGLE

Extra Strength

DRISTAN

SINUS CONGESTION
PAIN,PRESSURE
...COLDS MISERIES

Neo Spephme

NOSE DROPS
Sale

D-CON

Inc lrep:

SALE

79t

IONS
inc
ITATOES

Reg. '1.15
Sale

d-CON'L

PEW Fackage Contains
4 BAIT FILLED TRAYS

bag

1-lb. box

et

39;
IDEAL
AM

lb
Liberty Coupon

Portable
Solid
State

50

0 S&H GREEN
STAMPS
ith this coupon and
5grocery purchase.
'ob. & dairy prod.

RADIO

Acipc Battery or Plug-In

BXC.

Void After Oct. 5

Complete with
NEED NEW SUB — Vice
Adm. Hyman G. Rickover
(shown) has warned Congress the U.S. badly needs
a new type nuclear submarine to cope with increasing Soviet naval strength.

Earphones &
Batteries

Reg. '14.95

Model No. 96298 Swinger I

TOOTH PASTE
Family Size
63i-oz.

n'a•yaor
Reg. s1.09
PACQUIN

LOTION
or Extra Dry Skin
10.5 ni

56

Sale

M-0404

688

Sale $

DIAL ANTI-PERSPIRANT SPRAY

DEODORANT
Sale

REGULAR

PIZZA

33

PRESSURE COOKER/

Reg. '1.79

APPIAN
WAY

BARNES-HIND

9-oz. Spray

$749
Sale

Reg.
59`

MIRRO-MATIC
4-qt. unbreakable, 1-piece
pressure control automatically
regulates pressure at 15 lbs.

•59

Sale
86

Sale

Reg. '12.95

Family Size

PIZZA

Pellsom

dial

20-oz. Bottle

Reg. 5

96;

SHAMPOO

d.CON

MICE

29c

39it

NM,

753-9960 home

Announces the opening of his office at 903
Sycamore, Murray, for the practice of Chiropractic.
n.&Tues,
mwoed
hours.
n:.n
9:aaa:m.mrnitot°t°11522Pnoon
By.
Thurs &Fri.
2 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Appointment Sat
9a.m.to2p.m.

DIAL

iTATOES 20-1b.19c
bag,

FBI ACCUSED — An aide
to Sen. Mike Gravel
(above), D - Alaska, has
charged that the FBI entered the senator's Anchor-age office . and removed
personal papers. The federal agency denied the
charges.

88;

DOG COLLAR
Reg.
5 1.98

99ct

for
Contact Lenses
201

Size D
' Reg.
30'

Reg. '1.98

MOM
BATTERIES
HEM&

WETTING
SOLUTION

IVEREAD1

Sale

SALE

A til r-..
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problems from our rapid growth, sales and earnings for
a second
pe:.
centto. usaczow27, eanudp
s "areSinceleasol,stoandres qter
ide,
fixrur
anduhn
"K
net
financed
much of inventory IS come was $489,128, up 49 per cent
and
year,
this
of
end
the
before
believe
I
BARCELONA — Clinics and
accounts payable. In over the same period of 1970.
Jack W. Kuhn, president of:for 1971, and earnings in the no unforeseen setbacks,
170,000 square feet of through
try
we
Killm's Big K Stores Corp., said vicinity of $2 million, "Kuhn said. our company can look forward to will add
hosPitals in Spain have been
fact,
share
to
This
amounted
per
$.28
to
ordered to refuse blood train
-ecently that the company's , "This estimate would represent substantially exceeding the $110, ground space."
opposite
of any' of common stock outstanding,
Kuhn's %Big K, which held its achieve the direct
.i:pansion program should cause better than a 19 per cent increase million mark in annual sales
and unusual
costs by having compared with $.18 for the same foreign donors, following
ffirst public offering in April
several cases of malaria in
sales in its chain of discount and in sales and almost an eight per 1973."
store show profit during its quarter fast year.
'w a
'''c
a
Barcelona.
variety stores to "substantially cent increase in earnings, on a' Kuhn told the group the was listed on the American Stock first
year of operation.
The
company's
in
sales
1970
ed that the
eaceed" the $100 million mark in greater number of shares this company either has under con- Exchange one month ago, ,,,,,,, .len stated
858,998,977, and earnings Until recently hippies have
year. It will be a good year, but struction or has announced plans currently has 58 outlets in ""'"' --'''
11013.
not anticipate were 81,787,298, for $1.14 per regularly sold their blood for up
does
in
Tennessee, amPanY
In a speech before the Nash- quite frankly, not as good as we for 17 new Big K stores, and operation
back to the stock market share of common stock.
to $15 per half a liter, enough to
gwrig
vIlle Society of Financial anticipate in 1972 when the stores pointed out that the expansion Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky and for
additional capital during the
pay for a week's lodging plus
Mississippi.
Twenty-SSIX
OF forseeable future.
Analysts in which he described added late this year and the first would inincrease total square
and wine.
food
the firm's planned growth, Kuhn half of next year more fully feet of selling space in the chain THEM ARE Big K Dsicount In its most recent financial
* ••
Nine out of 10 teen-agers
stores
and
department
cent.
the
per
50
than
also projected healthy increases assert their authority in earning by more
rt for the period ending June have access to a hair dryer at
•
today are -either
dogs
d
Hot
H
are
32
remaining
Kuhn's
:'
Variety retx)
"Of those stores currently
in sales and earnings for 1971. power."
K reported record home, says Seventeen
Kuhn's-Big
30,
combinmagabeef-pork
or
eel'
all-beef
"I believe it is reasonable to "Over the longeer term, " under construction, " he added, stores.
mine.
ations.
project sales cif about $70 million Kuhn continued, "and assuming "four are scheduled to open — "We anticipate no financing.

Spanish government
nixes hippie blood

Kuhn's-Big K Predicted To Exceed $100 Million
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Home si

Decant* wisps'
NEW YORK (UPI) — If a
wine is red and more than
about four years old, it may
contain sediment (solids produced by slow chemical reactions in the bottle). What you
do: decant it after removing
the cork. You decant it by
pouring gently into a decanter
so that the solids remain behind. The decanted wine
should be brilliant or unclouded.

NEW YORK (UN)
state and federal legislai
constantly being enact
prevent accidental inju
death to homeowners,
families and guest.
But no safety regulatk
even safer products, CR
vent tragic accidents i
home if they are not ar
enforced and supported
by industry and by the p
al care and attentivem
homeowners themselves.
Typical of new safetj

• is is
Potato in bread dough adds
flavor, tenderness and longer
lasting freshness.

E)
WILL BE CLOSED
K
BIG
TILL 5 PM WEDNESDAY AND WILL

5 HOUR COUPON SPECIALS
CLIP AND SAV94

5

This Coupon worth $5.00 tovrards
purchase of any
our
in
watch
dept
jewelry
or
$19.88
more.

PM TO 1

LIMIT 1

Coupon good Sept. 29, 5 to 10 PM

VALUABLE

COUPON

6.E. MODEL BL-3

Reg. '2.22

BLENDER

PLUMROSE

'

,

Limiti

CONTAC

FAMILY SIZE

Your

VALUABLE in COUPON

Limit 1

SCOPE 1'w

MOUTHWASH
and
GARGLE
q 10-Roll $ 1 00 Compare at '1.13 '44,,7i
4-iI
AN Packs

LIMIT 1

with Knife Sharpener
$388

466

TOILET
TISSUE

c
a

I

97;

Limit 2 Packs

QUART

..1.•••• .

t$3.5.ri
----

LISTERINE
Reg. 1.47

Limit
8

Ultra Lash or
Magic Mascara

In Hey Plastic Jug
Li 't 2 Please

ALKA SELTZER
Alka-Seltzer

LADIES

LIMIT

3-PIECE

PANTY
HOSE

LUGGAGE
SETS

One Size Fits All

2

57

ANTI-FREE1

REG
88c
EAC'

COUPON
a

AC CHAMPION AUTC

$ 33

CAN OPENER

Choice$

Limit 1

SPARK PL

Reg. '7.88 Electric

vollamitii
i'
:
(:- II'
:

LADY FAIR

Coupon worth 50% of the retail price on
a second gallon of
paint with the purchase of one gallon
at the regular price.

Ak
----------,-------. -..
,

RECORDER & PL

PRESTONE

continuous relief.

Reg. 77'
Limit 2

LADIES & MENS PERCISION
111111111111.ftiiii

CAPITOL CASSETTE

Never Pick Up A Strang'

TOOTHISTE

,

Limit

REG. '1.22

12-hour cold control day or
night. 5 days and nights

5988

WRIST
WATCHES

8 TRAC

Pr. $ 1 00
Compare at '15.88
Limit 2 pair

...- --.•-:%
"

LIMIT 1

Limit 1

99;

Coupon good Sept. 29. 5 to 10 PM

V

$3988

15 spi/0 TY F1 I Cl

Compare
'4.22

COLD
TABLETS

11111M WHO

Coupon worth 10% on your Layaway Purchase when matched
by a like amount
by the customer.

67;

Compare at '49.88

PHILCO
TV

BIG SHOT
CAMERA

lbs.

COLOR PACK CAMERA

REG. 99.88
PORTABLE

10°!i,

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

2

Model 420

2 lbs. $ 1 n n
I .77 1
Limit 1

REG. 16.88 POLAROID

Coupon worth up to 58C One *tree quart
of motor oil with the
purchase of 4 qts
at regular price.FR EE
4 qts. per
Limit
coupon.

Sets hair in 3 to 10 minutes. Includes
COMPARE
20 rollers: 6 jumbo, 10 large, 4
AT 11.88
small_ Color coded clips. Thermostoncony controlled. Ut listed. This. ----- —
(UN* I)
lino travel case.

POLAROID

DANISH
HAMS

1

VALUABLE

PM

$644

NAIRSETTER
988

INSTANT CHOCOLATE

1211,,iimitl i

Coupon good Sept. 29. 5 to 10 PM

20"x12"x17
Black or Blue

POLAROID
TYPE 108 FILM

CLAIROL K-20

HERSHEY'S

Reg. 19.88

This Coupon worth $10.00 towards the
purchase of any 400
Polaroid
series
Camera from our
Photo Dept.
$69.88 or more
value LIMIT

Compare
at '8.44

START THEIR ANNIVERSARY SALE
WITH A TREMENDOUS MOONLIGHT
MADNESS SALE. STORES OPEN

COUPON

VALUABLE

FOOTLOCKERS

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Acres of Free Parking

5 HOURS OF SHOPPING
EXCITEMENT. CHECK YOUR MAI
FOR YOUR ANNIVERSARY SALE
CIRCULAR.
Use Your

Phone 753-8777

Ill
Reg. '39.88

9.
1

LY—SEPTEMBER 29, 1971
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nting wine
EW YORK (UPI) — If a
is red and more than
t four years old, it may
sin sediment (solids prod by slow chemical reac.
in the bottle). What you
decant it after removing
cork. You decant it by
ing gently into a decanter
hat the solids remain be.
The decanted wine
iId be brilliant or undid.

Home safety needs getting more house
public buildings.
Is the recently enacted federal
This would include a rePoison Prevention Act, under
which the U.S. Secretary of quirement that storm 'door
Health, Education and Welfare windows, sliding doors and
may compel child-resistant bath and shower enclosures be
packaging for such potentially made of materials such as Plezpoisonous products as cleaning iglass acrylic sheet which have
agents, cosmetics, insectides, greater breaker resistance than
glass.
medicines and fuels.
When such materials shatter,
Another precautionary law
now passed in many states and they break into large, relatively
pending in a number of others, dull-edged pieces, as opposed
requires installation of approv- to razor sharp slivers of ordinary glass.
ed safety glazing materials in
Many other products and
high traffic areas of homes and devices now are available to the

NEW YORK (UN) —New
state and federal legislation is
constantly being enacted to
prevent accidental injury or
death to homeowners, their
families and guest.
But no safety regulations, or
even safer products, can prevent tragic accidents in the
home if they are not actively
enforced and supported both
by industry and by the personal care and attentiveness of
homeowners themselves.
Typical of new safety laws

*5*
'tato in bread dough add..
r, tenderness and longer
freshness.

WEDNESDAY—SEPTEMBER 23, 1971

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
KNEW HER RIGHTS
READING, England UP!)—
Mrs,Elsie Hamlin stuck in her
hurtle° ner to safeguard his 112,640th trading stamp and
home and to prevent accidents. marched down to, the redemption center to pick up the
They include improved electrical wiring, fabrics treated television set she'd been saving
with flame retardants, rubber eight years to buy. Sorry, said
bath mats and appliques to the man behind the counter. In
prevent injuries from slips and that time the .price of the set
falls and caps to coyer unused had gone up. She now needed 72
more books full.
electrical outlets.
Gold-toned pearls are re"I told them it wasn't fair
gaining popularity.
and
I'd fight," Elsie said today.
*5*
"Finally they agreed to a
Good packaging of foods compromise. All I need is two
for the freezer takes only a few books more and I get the set."
seconds longer.

NIXON FACES SUPREME DECISION—Among possible candidates for retiring Justice Hugo L. Black's seat on the U.S. Supreme Court are (from left) Charles S.
Rhyne, Washington attorney; Rep. Richard H. Potf, R-Va.; Walter E. Hoffman, U.S.
District Court judge, Norfolk, Va.; George C. Young, U.S. District Court judge,
Orlando, Fla., and Lewis F. Powell, Richmond, Va., attorney.

AND

EXPANSION

•
TER

POLAROID
TYPE 108 FILM

13 oz. Can

GOODNUF

HAIR DRYER
SYLVANIA

Compare
'4.22

77. 9

Built-in heat control.

$988

(u.w

MIXED NUTS

KODAK

FLASHCUBES

75 SP"°

UMPIRE
IT 111.81

- Limit 1

COMPARE AT 1.22

CX 126 FILM

Reg.
66'

2

COMPiRE AT 1.17

7'

SPARK

FLOOR MATS

PLUGS ,4

most American Cars
Frofit
_
Smart styling in vinyl or rubbe$
gives the Eagle Rug a Regal
Appearance.

COLD
TABLETS

AC CHAMPION AUTOLITE

57C

Limit
8

32 oz
Lavender •Rose •Pink
Compare at 2/9.00

3/sl oo

3P1
Compare
Ibeguin
LOTION

at 66'

KLEENEX Irisonex
TOWELS totiois

88

FAMOUS BRAND

REG. '1.22

38c

OIL

YOUR CHOICE

LFtS

1

HAND
LOTION

BATH

TWO
BURNER
STOVE

1

I

PACQUINS

FOAMY

DOUBLE MANTLE LANTERN OR

$1288

RECORDER & PLAYER

for $ 1 00

COLEMAN SPECIALS

CAPITOL CASSETTE

OLATE

TO KICK OFF OUR
TREMENDOUS ANNIVERSARY
SALE . SALE STARTS 5 PM.
WITH-ALL ITEMS IN YOUR
ANNIVERSARY CIRCULAR
PLUS THESE ADDED VALUES.

DOMINION HARD HAT

LIMIT 6 QTS.

PRESTONE

REG. 58'
Choose from famous
3
Quaker State, Super
/$
Blend or Havoline 10W40

ANTIREEZE
Lir
d Plastic Jug
In Hy
it 2 Please

Ultra Lash or
lagic Mascara

N.
Reg.
or Super

MOTOR OIL

Never Pick Up A Stranger!

LIAKE
STATE

GILLETTE OR SHICK
SUPER STAINLESS

°PF

MOTOR
OiliR"PdIL

Reg. '1.77

97;

Northern, Lydia Grey and Kleenex

BLADES

FACIAL TISSUE

Package of 10
Compare at 9.44

$1
2/

's5 5
/$ 1 00
Limit

NORELCO

2/$ 1

TRIPLE HEAD SHAVER

.KA SELTZER

s37,
REG
88c
EACH

LIMIT 2

11:11 L
TREATMENT
Aso To yowl
01

22.88
'
Reg.

Treatment

Oil

2

for

Compare at 77'
22-oz. Size

2P1°°

BATH TOWELS

Fits Most Cars

REG. 97'
$

8 TRACK PLAYER

1 88

A big selection of colors
20 Gal. Galvanized

For boat, riding mower
or car. A real value in
a 4 Amp 6 or 12 volt
battery charger with
automatic circuit break
er,

88

I

Reg. '14.33

$888

and patterns

GARBAGE CANS

BATTERY CHARGER

Reg. '39.88

DISHWASHING LIQUID

HAND LOTION

AIR FILTERS

AUDIVOX

NOW $2788

1 788

PALMOLIVE

JERGENS

FDI

100

$

Compare at 414 Each
limt 4

Compare
°
47 $
at

66

5 HOURS OF SHOPPING
EXCITEMENT. CHECK YOUR MA)
FOR YOUR ANNIVERSARY SALE
CIRCULAR.

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Use Your
9`.f NA?,,NA

Phone 753 8777

Imidin RICO°

DAYTIME OR NEWBORN

PAMPERS
30's
REG. '1.57

$ 1 33
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REDI

10-1111SONS%:

WHITE
(e)rs
—when Nandly pooplo
help you sow I

Prices Good Thru Oct. 5th

Fresh

• Field's
-

Field's

Columbia

Wieners Spare Ribs Braunschnip
weiger
go
_enq59,
4,

Bacon
34- 9(P
Whole
Fryers
29;

lb Mir

lb

lb.

TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN
Swift Premium
Pro Ten

Smoked

Swift Premium ProTen

1-Bone Pork Chop siri 'n Steak
lb.

lb$ 1 49

89; (tg,. $1
1!!

lb.

* FROZEN FOODS *

* PRODUCE
2 lbs. .ins

CHEF

CHOICE
FRENCH FRIES
TASTE-OF-NEW ORLEANS
SHRIMP
FROSTY ACRES
ORANGE JUICE
•
FROSTY ACRES CUT
GREEN BEANS
FROSTY ACRES
BLACKEYED PEAS
Frosty Acres
CROWDER PEAS

King Size

TIDE
99t
5 lb. 4 ix

Limit 1

2 lbs.

sl"
39'
20-oz.
49$
20-oz.
53'

12-oz.

20 oz

551

No
300 Can

2/29'

No Deposit
No Return

King Size

32-oz.

Ivory
Liquid

RED POTATOES
CARROTS
HOMEGROWN TOMATOES
YELLOW ONIONS
SWEET POTATOES

1-lb. pkgs.

lb

59l Chili

with
BEANS

19'
29'
1OS

Rags

35t

DOG
FOOD

No. 300 Can

Kelly's

39'
2/25'

3 lbs.

All Flavors

Nabisco

29s 3/27'
79' BABY
FOOD
10'
15-oz.

Value

Gerber Strained

3 lbs.
SHORTENING
Giant

Liquid

6-oz.

Kraft

Palmolive

/Mt Mustard

434 oz

Bush White

WESSON
OIL

HOMINY

KLEENEX TOWELS

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

CORN
No. 303 Can

49' Without Coupon
With Coupon
Expires Oct. 5 *
****************************

2/39'

SALAD
RC
DRESSING

99'

No. 300 Can

*******************************
* JOHNSON'S COUPON *
SAVE 5' On A 2-Roll Package
It

Limit 1 Per Purchase

10 lbs.

Crackers 29 pastettes

28-Ounce

COCACola
4/$1ce

1-lb.

Flavor-Kist

Bush

KIDNEY
BEANS

lb

°9

rr
6'

BLUE BONNET

JOHNSON'S

AVE15` NHEN YOU BUY A
1 lb. CAN of
MISER'S COFFEE

Without 87'

WNW

PRICE APPLIES ONLY WITH THIS COUPON

Pillsbury

OLEO

stErteu PQNF
rots tNtS COUPON

7?

49'

1-lb.

HUNGRY JACK MASHED POTATOES
24 SERVINGS

100 OFF
Good Only at Johnson's
with coupon
Expires Oct. 5

d II

Expires oct 5

le oz. size

Limit 1 Per Purchase'!"ItOr+31r1

Judge Of
TV Movies
Influentia

By VERNON SCO
UPI Hollywood Corresi
HOLLYWOOD (UPI
of the most influential
your living room is
you've never seen and j
never will, but his ju
determines 12 hours 0!
time viewing and se
movies per year on yoi
tube.
His name is Sid Shein
His title: President,
sal Television.
Sheinberg is 35 years
was born in Corpus
Tex. He is a gradi
Columbia
University
School.
The man is bright, to:
responsible for "Iro
"Night Gallery," "The I
the City," "The Bold
"Marcus Welby, M.D."
itod a flock of other nee
Handles Responsthi
'
1-4hat about this m
kes these shows .wil
tched by uncounted r
w does he hand
risibility?
.•_ 'I share the respor
WIth the networks a
I
- tive people who v
, shows," Sheinberg
viewers will enjo
,,, ;be inspired by our at
', 'm an idealist abou
. Not a cynic. I b
has to live with
e he can live with
t may sound tike Pc
Sheinberg is sincere
- ow, then, does he I
value and worth
vision shows an
'tents?
'I consider wheth
ther would like the
if she would be pri
Vhad something to 1
ri. You see, I don't 1
millions of viewe
h my wife and c
%at is the criteria."
Sheinberg is an exp
tut"long form" shi
r, 90-minute and t
ts for series and
for-television.
This year his orgi
produces only a single
somedy, "Partners," :
Don Adams.
'
No Formula
"There is no form
success in TV prograi
kaki. "Whatever
nniversal has had (ce
to other major studios
Ilit the top of of the c
eve always had the
Lew Wasserman an
tiecutives.
. "There are two az
which we spend otu
Staffing series to see t
roll done because U
security is making t
program possible; and :
developing new projects
ing that all the curre
Will be canceled."
Sheinberg runs least
tned of the corporate
lives who rule televisi
reason is simple: He
best track record.
?.

t

t

I

Governor Ba
iners Seek
safety Chan

* FRANKFORT, Ky—Go
B. Nunn has given his be
a group of Kentucky srr
mine operators seeking
in the federal Coal Mine
Art of 1969.
Opening a recent hes
the law at Lexington's
Hotel the Governor s
regulation has caused mo
than good in Kentucky
become "an exercise
confusioi
tradiction,
futility."
The controversial
hardest at small min,
often cannot afford the a
safety equipment it rem
Governor Nunn said t
biggest flaw is its
distinction between ga
non-gaseous mines.
About 95 percent of Ke
mines are non-gaseous, I
the distinction between
types has been dropped,
safety equipment is reqi
both.
Thus some mine open
required to spend hua
protecting workers from
does not exist.
"We do not ask that ch
made at the expense of
neither shall we remain
unjustifiable and illog
stories are placed
productivity." Governc
said.
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RED &
HITE
FOOD
STORES
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help you sow I
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Judge Of
TV Movies
Influential
By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) -One
of the most influential men in
your living room is a man
you've never seen and probably
never will, but his judgment
determines 12 hours of prime
time viewing and some 3(
movies per year on your video
tube.
His name is Sid Sheinberg.
His title: President, Universal Television.
Sheinberg is 35 years old. He
was born in Corpus Christi,
Tex. He is a graduate ol
Columbia
University Law
School.
The man is bright, tough and
responsible for "Ironside,"Night Gallery,- The Man and
the City," The Bold Ones,"
"Marcus Welby, M.D." "Serge"
a flock of other new series.
Handles Responsibility
_ at about this man who
‘Skes these shows which are
tched by uncounted millions?
w does he handle his
risibility?
)_ `I share the responsibility'
Oith the networks and the
tive people who work on
shows," Sheinberg said. "I
viewers will enjoy, learn
be inspired by our shows.
q'm an idealist about televi
*. Not a cynic. I believe a
Ihas to live with himself
e he can live with others.'
t may sound like Pollyanna,
Sheinberg is sincere.
ow, then, does he measure
value and worth of his
evision shows and their
tents?
- -_ ,_'I consider whether my
ther would like the shows
alft if she would be proud that
1.'had something to do with
m. You see, I don't live with
millions of viewers, but
idth my wife and children.
That is the criteria."
Sheinberg is an exponent of
"long form" shows-the
, 90-minute and two-hour
ts for series and moviesfor-television.
This year his organization
produces only a single situation
"Partners," starring
Don Adams.
'
No Formula
"There is no formula for
ccess in TV programs," he
d.
"Whatever
success
iversal has had (compared
to other major studios) starts
It the top of of the company.
eve always had the support
Lew Wasserman and other
ives.
: "There are two areas on
Which we spend our time:
Staffing series to see they are
Well done because the only
security is making the best
program possible; and secondly
developing new projects assuming that all the current ones
Will be canceled."
• Sheinberg runs least frightined of the corporate execukives who rule television. The
Season is simple: He has the
best track record.
,

BONUS BUY

RECORD RIOT
LP Records &
8 Track Tapes
INCLUDES:
Farkus
Leave your mouth
clean and refreshed!
Amber colored Mt 31

REXALL
ASPIRIN
S

...with BONUS BUYS
29,
at special
2 600
We sell
LOW PRICESsome Rexall-brand products below a-e-r,
Manufacturer's List Price on an everyday basis.
but not 2 for 1
Look for these Information Cards through-plus a penny
out our store for your actual savings.

SALE STARTS SEPT. 30, 1971

IR NM OS

39`

--3 lbs.
lb.

19'
29'
10'

7'

ed

ING

WPON

=MS

ITATOES

FF
'oupon 53
16 oz. etre

FRANKFORT, Ky-Gov. Louie
B. Nunn has given his backing to
tk group of Kentucky small coal
Spine operators seeking changes
•the federal Coal Mine Safety
141L1 of 1969.
Opening a recent hearing on
We law at Lexington's Phoenix
Hotel the Governor said the
regulation has caused more harm
than good in Kentucky and has
become "an exercise in conand
tradiction, confusion
futility."
The controversial law hits
hardest at small miners who
often cannot afford the expensive
safety equipment it requires
Governor Nunn said the law's
biggest flaw is its lack of
distinction between gassy and
non-gaseous mines.
About 95 percent of Kentucky's
mines are non-gaseous, but since
the distinction between the two
types has been dropped, the same
safety equipment is required for
both.
Thus some mine operators are
required to spend huge sums
protecting workers from gas that
does not exist.
"W e do not ask that changes be
made at the expense of lives. but
neither shall we remain silent as
unjustifiable and illogical obstacles are placed before
productivity" Governor Nunn
said.

Our Price $5.88
Less 10%
.58
Sale Price $5.38

BONUS BUY!
with this Cotgoon •
and additional
$2.50 purchase

Tile
Trivets

$1.69 without Coupon I
Quantity

Rights Reserved Prices Good Thru 10/9/71 While Quantities Last

890
Value

Expires October 9, 1971

•

670

rtet.4'5

BONUS BUY!

Plastic
Coated
Playing
Single Cards
Deck
$1.09 Value

REXALL

VITAMINS

M'''S41
)

.tc.T
,

P flZ hifFR S

770

EXALL

Mfr's List Price $1.07

250
Mfr's List Price $2.16
500 mg.
Mfr's List Price $3 92

Electric

Hot
Pot

5 grain -1001
Mfr's List
Price 791

ASPIRIN

MULTIPLE VITAMINS

Make Up
& Shaving
Mirror
IjI

18" x 30"
Gettysburg
Rugs
0
$1.39
Value

$1.09
BONUS BUY!

2 for 2.70
2 ounce
Mfr's List Price
$1.75

MULTIPLE VITAMINS
100's
Iffes tistPtite $2.69 2 for 2.70

$1 3
BONUS BUY!

2 for 1.16

Brite Set

HAIR SETTING

GEL

13 oz.
Unscented, Regular, Casual
or Hard to Hold
Mfrs List
Price

8

0/

TOOTHPASTE
VA oz.
Regular or fluoride
Mfr's List
Price 99t

PP

Hare

A): s L ist

2 gait
for Ulle

LL TO

1ES
A PENNY

2 for 1.00
SHAVING CREAM
2for 1.10

Red or White

AFTER SHAVE
Red:
Shave

2 for 8Oc
NAIL POLISH REMOVER
6
Re7.S
50Cusah Leigh 2 for 51c
Mir t

Mfr's List Price

ONUS BUY!

Mitchums
Lotion
S1 00
Value !NIT(
III N
)

mu% !

1st PrirP

Cara Nome

COLD CREAM 3.,
$2.50 2 for 2.51
Mfr s List Price

Cara Nome

CLEANSING CREAM
2 for 1.51

5 Grain
ASPIRIN 300's

Nks

2 for 1.5A

$2Va15u9e

$1 93

BONUS BUY!

Ont Tablet Dail
MULTIPLE
VITAMINS ,
1
with IRON. 100's
Mfr's List Price $2 Et13

f!, 2.89
FOR MFR'S LIST

APENNYI
PLUSREXALL
Brightener

TOOTH
PASTE
ph oz.
Mfrs List
Price ft 09

f..10
2
or

FOR MFR'S UST
PRICE OF

PLUS A PENNY!
RE XALL

FOR MFR'S LIST
PRICE OF

ItEDIANENT
5 typos
hltr's list
PrIrt 51 89

PLUS A PENNY!
Wig

Redi-Spray

Cara Nome

DEODORANT

HAND &
BODY
LOTION

5 01
Protects against
perspiration odor'

8 or
Skin slIkeningl
Mfr's List Price $1 09

Mfrs List
Price 98t

B!IPPie
64C

2for1.10

2 for 99c
Cara Nome

Susan Leigh

HAND & BODY
MILK
BATH

CREAM
4 oz. for all-over
smoothness!
Mfr's List
Price $1 09

Reg Si 69

2for

1.10

HOME
- we

10' Teflon
Skillet

Begley's

OP.

/9e

BONUS BUY!

12's -Adult or Infant 4)
Mfr's List Price 571

FOR MFR'S 1,1
PRICE

Mfrs List Price 99e

11 OZ. AEROSOL
Lavender or Redi Shave
Mfr's List Price $1.09

SUPPOSITORIES
L for

Price $1.67

7 OZ
Emerald Brite or Conditioning

WATER
BOTTLE

Mfr's List Price 75t

Begley's Reg.

I.
or1
f2

SHAMPOO

par anon

EMB

GLYCERIN
MALL

HAIR SPRAY

Mfrs List Price $1.29

1.14/11i111.'

FOR MFR'S
PRICE OF

FOR MFR'S USt

BONUS BUY!

000's, 1/4 grain
Mfr s List Price $1 09

WETTING SOt UTION

One Tablet Daily

$1.69Vila
Value

$1.17

100's
Yfr's List Price $1 17

100's
Mfr s List
Price $2.69

Value

Mfr's List-Plain
Price or Mint

ICONTACT LENS

MINUTEMAN Chewable

BING ALCOHOL
2 for 84e
MILK of MAGNESIA
oz.
12
2for 80c
791
BUFFERED ASPIRIN
2 for 1.18
SACCHARIN
2 for 1•10
EYELO EYE LOTION
80Z.
2 for 1.30
FOOT POWDER
40Z.
2 for 76c
PINT
Mfr's List Price

BOTTLES of 100
50 I.U.
Mfr's List Price $3.30
100 I.U.
Mfr's List Price $6.00

BONUS BUY!

BONUS BUY!

A PENN

VITAMIN
C TABLETS
BOTTLES of 100 "
100 .-----or .08
mg.
2 for 2.17
2 for 3.93
VITAMIN E TABLETS
2 for 3.31
2 for 6.01

ita

Governor Backs
piners Seeking
pafety Changes

EXAMPLE:
Reg. $6.95 Value

CLIP THIS COUPON

13 PIECE
BOWL
I SET $

I

ki

10% OFF OUR
DISCOUNT
PRICE

2for
1.00

IRONSTONE

einnedy,

3

I.

Mfr's List
Price 991

644av -

t

lbs

WEDNESDAY-SEPTEMBER 29, 1971

!

1 70

2 •
for

Susan Leigh

CREME RINSE

2for 1.00
470
L.
BEGLEY'S HAS LOW DISCOUNT PRESCRIPTION PRICES EVERY DAY
31
/
4 OZ.
Mfrs List Price $I 50

2

for

16 07
Re q 99C
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COUPON

COUPON #2121

Limit 1 per Fa mily
Pet alike

CREAMER 39c
11 oz Jar

FLOUR
BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

COUPON

Limit 1 per family
King Size

SAVE

CAT
LITTER

4 1b Bag

'25283

COUPON

#25034

Limit 1 Per Family
Tasters Choice

CANDY 22C

COFFEE "c
With Pur. of 4 oz. Jar

King size Bar
Offer Expires 104-71
Good only at Storey's

Offer Expires 10-5-71
Good only at Storey's

59c

Offer Expires 104-71
Good only at Storey's

Limit 1 Per Family
Nestle

FAB 99c

40

With Pur. of 25 lb. Bag
Offer Expires 10-5-71
Good only at Storey's

SOUTH 12th STREET

oz.
Liquid
Offer Expires 10-5-71
Good only at Storey's

COUPON

COUPON *21216

Limit 1 Per Famih

Limit 1 Per Family
Litter Green

IVORYn 39c

with Pur. of 2 boxes
Offer Expires 10-5-71
Good only at Storey's

Offer Expires 10-5-71
Good only at Storey's.

Gold Medal

Limit 1 Per Family
Giant Size

20c

TRIX

COUPON

COUPON

Limit 1 per family
Lucky Charms or SAYE

Offer Expires 11 2-71
Good only at Storey's

Tenn. Pride
CENTER CUT

Sausage
CHOPS
Picnics

79gt

lb.

FAMILY PACK MIXED PARTS

Smoked

PORK CUTLETS

25_;

39;

BRISKET

ib49c

79; SHORT RIBS

lb.

lb.

Beef

Beef
Extra Lean

FRYERS
lb. 1

9';

Sliced All-Meat

na
Ground Beef

WIENERS

45;

12-oz. pkg.

59;

lb.

ieleiER'be LIVER lb 39C

o F.$1

PATTIES

Elm Hill

Borden's Coffee Creamer

lb.

BACON

59;

COMM=
Vanity
Showboat

ICE MILK % gal.

RED CROSS,

43

9
5
Center Cut

14-oz. cans

PORK & BEANS tit41

Hunt's

SPAGHETI Peaches 3
BABY FOOD
7LBox
83c

F°Igers COFFEE

lb.

HAM SLICES

99c;

16-OUNCE

PEPSI COLAS

Size
Cans

(Limit: 3)

Crossword PL
ACROSS
1 Opening
4 Marks left
by wounds
9 Everybody's
uncle
12 Goddess of
healing
' 13 Female
14 Arabian
garment
15 Surgical sew
--11 Expert
19 Cares for
Equality
21
22 Makes lees
24 Organ of
hearing
26 Final
29 One, no
matter which
30 Antlered
animals
>,
32 Guido's loW
note
334 Pronoun
Transgress
5 Symbol for
tantalum
36 Sorrow for sins
39 Weight of
India
40 Paradise
41 Capuchin
monkey
42 Suffix
follows of
43 Devoured
45 Aphorism
47 Clergyman
(oolloC1•)
50 Stylish
53 Before
54 At no time
56 American
essayist
57 Armed conflict
58 Sows
59 Superlative
ending

VentiL
Corne
Grace
Comp
Part c
to IA
7 Male
8 Breali
9 Petty
10 Man'!
nickr
Detac
16 Footl
18 Draw
20 pose
port!
22 Yello
23 Put t
25 Abro
27 Medi
vessi
28 Fom
Busi
2
3
4
5
6

v

22-oz. Jar
Sliced Slab

OLD SHOVEL FACE
Conn., stands besid
beautiful things ma
mark Gallery in Ne
face, funnel hat, z

Heinz Strained

DOWN
1 Obtain

1-1b. can

Mr. Dixie

$100

Cornet

TOWELS

v Rolls

I

Fr. Fries

MACARONI and CHEESE

7-oz. Box

Allen's

19;$10

15-oz
LIMA BEANS cans

HI-C FRUIT

DRINKS

Allen's

SPINACH

KRAFT

DINNERS

2-1b. Bag

Lipton instant

15-oz.
cans

TEA

3-oz. jar

89;

HYDE PARK

Morton Cream

Spi

Kraft Reg.

B-B-Q SAUCE

Tissue

4 Roll Pkgs

Yellow

ONIONS

3-lb. bag

APPLES

Dick George
Grade
AMe41m

46 oz.
Cans

2

$
3/

1

Mission

8-oz.

SAUCE cans
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Evidence Shows Transplants
Affect Unborn's Chromosomes

UPON
Per Family

'.*11

lb. Bag 59C

:xpires 104-71
dy at Storey's

'ON

#25034

r
olce

r. of 4 oz. Jar

pires 11 271
ly at Storey's

ARTS

1/0

.AS

6/49;

WEDNESDAY-SEPTEMBER 39,lI.

HOW 5 THIS FOR A BEAUTIFUL
DRAWING ? ii5HOW5 A HERD
OF COLU5 IN THE EARLY EVENING
RETURNING TO THEIR COW HOU5E

Ur.A.A.52, JAM:hi
broken up by a drug, will they
UPI Science Editor
right themselves? The scienNEW
YORK (UPI)-Ten tists didn't know. At present
months after a dying young those chromosomes are not
woman was restored to health open for routine checking.
with a transplanted kidney she
In recipients of heart transbecame pregnant. Doctors took plants it is no problem because
a blood sample, from her in general they are beyond the
Nancy
apparently healthy baby one reproductive years. But many
day after its birth and in the Iddnay recipients are not, and
blood found broken chromo- they are much more numerous
ROLLO, THE RICH KID IS
somes.
because kidney transplanting
GOING TO A DANCE
WHAT'S
TON I GHT--e--)
That is the culmination so far has been much more successGOINGof science's growing suspicion ful. A number of women,
ON 2
that recipients of transplanted healthy with kidneys not their
organs face more risks than the own, have had uneventful
them
by pregnancies and health offrisk of losing
"rejection." Another risk may spring.
be enhanced susceptibility to
cancer. A third may be the
reproducing of a faulty offspring.
Chromosomes carry the
genes which are the recipe for
a new individual. If they're
The Colonials
messed up, the new individual The director of the Legislative
will be effective in one or many rch Commission (LRC) said
1441.EL •. you've.
PoNsi
ways and may not even make it Kentucky cities too often have
Turzr-i ep us
wozizsc
...c.INTO ACOGS
!
through gestation.
-TEE la-Elz.
ked the General Assembly to(
I'LL CALL
To transplant an
organ
ye local problems and can no
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successfully medical scientists onger do so.
KI-OM ES
must suppress the recipient's James T. Fleming made the
FOZ HELP":
defensive chemistry. If un- comment while addressing the
checked it will attack and kill 42nd annual conference of the
this "foreign" tissue. That is Kentucky Municipal League in
Ridgefield,
of
OLD SHOVEL FACE — Suzzane Benton
rejection. One of the most Louisville.
Conn., stands beside her "Tin Man" at an exhibit of
effective suppressing drugs is "All too often, local governbeautiful things made of trash, on exhibit at the Hallazathioprine.
ments, particularly cities, have
mark Gallery in New York City. Her man has a shovel
In experimental animals it brought their problems to the
legs.
auto
jack
face, funnel hat, mole trap arms and
reacts on the unborn, by killing, legislature and demanded that
•1171 s. Uroilm• Fam..m.Spoleale. us .9-29
by stunting growth, by deform- they be told what to do,"Fleming
Puzzle
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ing. It could be it is breaking said.
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up chromosomes. But under- "The result has been that our
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, 24 Organ of
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future
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26 Final
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1972 Grand Ville. Our most luxurious Wide-'11-ack ever...
with a new front bumper that"gives"on minor impact and then returns to position.

1972 Grand Prix.

1972 Luxury LeMans.

1972 Firebird.

You'll have to decide

All the luxury you want
without buying more
carothan you need.

Pontiac has taken the
rough ride out of the
road car.For good.

whit's better...the
style or the ride.

1972-Ventura II.
The new small Pontrac .
with the small-car
price.

They're all at your Pontiac dealer's now.
a

GM

That's what keeps Pontiac a cut above ww.p.w.P.1
Den,forge* to Isuckl• up far safety.

WINNER

:'
V

,-

.1. ,),. .„,•.,
,4oi
'
e• ,- .- ,.. ',4f.:-Is-cii,..1,;-, 1, .

--ti -,

'
.
l'9•:' 11.1 f*,.

Watch For

.

nnlioc Motor

01••••low,

Nuclear Power
For The Heart
Under Study

JUST RITE

"Hundreds of other children
will be reached in preventive
ways," the governor said.
"Troubled children will receive
early diagnosis- -but not false
. labels-through the work of the
teams in the schools."
The program will be patterned
after a demonstration project at
Peabody College in Nashville
Tenn.
Governor Nunn said about 90
per cent of the children who were
treated under the Peabody
program and received followup
care did not need to return

asst colors
Jumbo Roll

"With Beans"

753,1916

2 oz. can
/
151

at FOR

NC7

994
39'84°;

2 lb tar
/
Lge- 21

vs.

TAMALES

Bush white hominy 141
2 oz
/

2t2glan

VS.

ARMOUR VIENNA

Bush 15 oz. pinto beans
20 oz. loaf

FoRsloo

a
Eitcl99$

$1 00

Bush 15 oz. G N beans

Making

Peanut Butter

L 00

Super Value

BREAD

FOR SALE

1/$100
a

L& M

Limit 1 per family

10 cans

jig

FIG BARS

14 oz.

FLAVOR
KIST
OWN PRODUCE
At:ow:Ps
ORANGE CREAMS

SE1

1—]
1-1
1-1
1-1
11—
Small Compact
Students for Do
Small

ALL ;

BANANA CREAMS

BLUE BONNET

MARGARINE

FOR GROWING FAMILIES

STRAWBERRIES
&t: HUSHPUPPIES
29' 10-oz. pkg. 29'
1 lb bag

2

"FOR DISHES"

(l 5

I

qt) 32 oz

DOG

35'

*-,.:„-.:-::.:•::.:...::-.::•;.;- .
:•-iii)
:1(s

Parker's couPc N

k.

25c

Limit
1 Per Family

Parker's
••••.•
Mkt

. :.:.

.,%;•:.
•:•:•:

a
i

on

4

Offer
Expires •:•;•

or. size

Tasters
choice.

71
.
100.6
025349

(1)
FREEZE-DRIED COFFEE

INSTANT

NESTEA
IQ_K

TEA

29!

..
RUNNING SPECIAL ix
Irish Setter puppies. Call '
or 7539457.

Old Fashioned Large
By The Piece

Shirley G
500

FIELD Extra Tender

WIENERS

59' 59
BLEACH a
35' BOLOGNA 39!HAM $289
39'
NOTEBOOK SLICED BACON
PAPER
Neck Bones19!
Brains
29'
49'
1 lb. pkg.

lb.

BRYAN Fully Cooked Canned

3 lb.

Flavorite Brand

Lean Meaty Pork

KREY PORK

Limit
1 Per Family

on 3 oz. size

100%

SAUSAGE

,b69'

PUREX

'21 INCH COLOR TV,
condition, $100.00, solid
cabinet; 1966 Olds, 4 doo
top $700.00. Call 753-8&59

If they're Dutch Bolt
perfect, and sure to g
reasonably priced. P

FRESH PICNIC STYLE

CRADDOCK'S
Pure Pork

CUTLETS

1967-650 BSA Chopper. Phi
7117 between 7:00 a.m. a
p.m.

FOR better cleaning, tc
colors gleaming, use Blue
carpet cleaner. Rent new e
shampooer $1.. Western
.pome of "The Wishing
Well."

19t

1-lb

SAVE
113

CABANA
BANANAS

1970 TRIUMPH DAYTO
Chopped 5700. In ex
condition $800. Call
Brakeat 753-5871.

12'x60' MOBILE Horn
conditioner, washerporch, light pole an
derpinning. Phone 435-40Z

AKC REGISTERED Dile
puppies, six weeks old.
436-5624.

1967 TRIUMPH MOTOR(
$450.00. Also 1963 Chevro
sell cheap, $300.00. Phc
3615.

HYTON E

6< Parker's Mkt.

10.
00

Ea

Fancy Yellow

.TV
Central Shoop

bulb

SPEC%

Lean Tender Pork

1712 gal

. :VW. PARKER'S COUPON
Also good on 8 oz.Tister Choice

10c

FOOD

10FoR99

16 oz can

1 lb. bag 10

PORK ROAST

RAGS

WAFERS

20 lb.
Bag
New Crop
Fresh

POT PIES
Fo$R1
aSS8 L 5'

39'

FOR

59

111%
9
/011
„...1

•

6 COCONUTS

FROSTY ACRES

6 oz. can

IVORY
NABISCO
Vanilla

FISH STICKS
8 oz pkg.
39'

ORANGE
JUICE

Liquid

12 oz box

Frosty Seas

Frosty Acres

al

3 lb.

CARROTS ,

POTATOES

Frosty Acres

Frosty Acres

$1 00

Fresh C risp

Washed Red

"Yellow Quarters"

Governor Nunn announced an
$80,000 grant to the Bluegrass
Regional Mental Health-Mental
Retardation Board to activate a
for
program
re-education
emotionally disturbed children.

Governor Nunn said the
program also will help students
who do not directly attend the
school.

4 qt size

bag

Grant To Allow
Treatment Of
Disturbed Kids

• The program will provide
formal education geared to the
individual students, -around-theclock individual and group experiences, personnel training,
and demonstration programs for
public school teachers.

Call

BOUNTY

Dry
Milk 49'
SUGAR 1°'
95' CHILIA $,

Must Deliver Power
"The device must faithfully
deliver the necessary power in
varying peaks to continually
drive the mechanical heart for
up to 10 years and it must be
able to handle all of the
patient's activities," Kolff said.
"At the same time it must be
economical and safe, free from
any chance of radiation damage
to the patient or release of
radioactive materials into the
environment."
The Atomic Energy Commission, the sponsor of the $95,000
grant, is investigating one
nuclear driving system, according to Kolff, but needs to know
the specific power requirements.
Dr. Francis M. Donovan, an
assistant research professor in
both mechanical engineering
and surgery, has joined Kolff's
team to give the AEC the
answers.
Hearts Implanted in Calves
The scientists hope to pinpoint "power profiles" during
experiments in Kolff's Salt
Lake City laboratory in whidi
artificial hearts will be implanted in calves.
University researchers, who
believe they have a world
survival record of 11 days for a
calf kept alive with an artificial
heart powered by compressed
au-, are confident they can fill
the commission's bill.
Donovan believes that the
energy unit will be operational
in not less than one decade
"but certainly in two."
So, while in the next 20-30
years the creature with the
radioactive brain can remain
consigned to fiction, the man
with the uranium-powered heart
could turn out to be a neighbor,
a friend, or even you.

Unaer me program about U
children per year will be treated
at the five-day-a-week center for
an average of six months each

CLOVER LEAF

PAGE FIFTEEN

PAPER TOWELS

source.

Some $50,000 of that amount
will come from the state
Department of Mental Health
and the remaining $30,000 from
the 1965 state bond issue.

TAKE HOME SAVINGS

With 55' Purchase or
more excluding tobacco
or dairy products

Godchaux

By JOHN PAYNE
ISALT LAKE CITY (UPI)—
The old science fiction thriller
about a man with a "radioactive brain" may be closer to
reality than anybody dreamed
possible a few years ago.
Only the organ involved won't
be the brain, but the heart, and
the radioactivity will be tightly
encased in a small, portable
and long-lasting energy source
implanted in a human chest.
A University of Utah team,
headed by the man who
developed the first artificial
kidney, has been awarded a 13month grant for research on a
tiny nuclear engine to power an
artificial heart.
Dr. WWem Kolff, director of
the university's Institute of
Biomedical Engineering, says
one of the major obstacles to
the development of the organ in
the past has been the energy

1.
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10C

I
Offer Expires Oct 6, 1971 '19_9 I‘

300 sheets

1 lb cup

"IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY .. . YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE'

ItlitE

111

Located in Downtown
Shopping Center
7 a.m. to 9

p.m.

6 Days A Week

SHOP WHERE
YOU CAN
.
SAVE

PKG

S
Sponsfed I
Calloway Coui
Fri., Octol
RUM MAC
AUCTION SA

New and us
Clothing for
Furniture, bed
including ...
OIL FUELED
PAINT, HARE

ANY ARTICLES 1
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7531916 Sell it With A Classified Ad
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

Call
753-1916

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Janice Barrett wishes to an- SMALL FARM; good location;
165 BUSHEL Gravity grain bed
In accordance with Kentucky In accordance with Kentucky
one year old. WW deliver. Phone Statutes, Sections 25.195 and Statutes, Sections 25.195 and nounce that she is now back at the business or future investment 753-2700.
'05C 25.200: Notice Is hereby given 25.210: Notice is hereby given HAIRDRESSERS. She wishes to One mile East Murray, apthat a report of final settlement of that a report of final settlement of invite her friends and customers Proximately 10 acres pasture.
GOLD RUG, 10' x 12'. Also accounts was on September 27, accounts was on September 27, back to see her. Hours 8 to 5. Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
refrigerator, good condition 1971 filed by Ronald Larry 1971 filed by Robbie Brandon, klaone 753-3530.
S30C Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
Phone 753-7570.
01C Rogers, Administrator of the Administrix of the estate of R. L.
For appointment call 753? The only safe 4147
TFC
estate of Irene Rogers, Dec'd. Crider, and that the same has OVERWEIGHT?:
PRACTICE PIANO, excellen and that the same has been ap- been approved by
lose weight and incheS
tht. Calloway way to
Shapemakers, 753-2962. 2 BEDROOM HOUSE on 1 acre
OIC proved by the Calloway County County
condition. Phone 753-2965.
Court and ordered filed to fast; call
S30C lot, for sale by owner, city water
guaranteed.
loss
Weight
Court
and
Kriered
filed
to
lie
over
lie over for exceptions. Any
1-19.3 cu. ft. No Frost Food Arama in White
FIREWOOD for sale. Call 489- for
now and natural gas. Good condition.
exceptions. Any person person desiring to file any exis
FUTRELL
WANDA
01C desiring to file any exceptions ception
=16.
1-16 cu. ft No Frost Refrigerator in Gold
thereto will do so on or working at Leta's Beauty Salon. Located 1 mile north of Almo
Hwy. 641. Priced to
thereto will do so on or before before October 25, 1971 or be
ap- Heights on
Phone 7534282 for an
DISPERSAL SALE at 414 North October 25, 1971 or be forever 'forever
1-14 Cu. ft. No Frost Refrigerator in White
oic sell at only $5500.00. Phone days
barred. Witness my hand pointment.
7th Street, Mayfield, Kentucky. barred.
753-5167, after 4 p.m. 753this 27 day or September, 1971.
1-12.8 Cu. ft. Manual Refrigerator in Copper
Personal collection of antiques Witness my hand this 27 day of
S30C
1757.
By Marvin Harris
HELP WANTED
household and personal property September, 1971.
County Court Clerk,
1- Deluxe Dryer in Copper
of Merrie
East ( Merrie
By Marvin Harris
EXPERIENCED
CallowayCo., Ky.
WELDER, WHY LIVE in a commercial area
DeLaudson). Many collectors
County Court Clerk,
1- Deluxe Washer in Avacado
By Judith Ainley, D.C. 1TP Apply in person at Five Point and be bothered by loud truck
items and quality furnishings.
Calloway Co., Ky.
Welding Shop.
TFC noise when you can move to one
Small Compact Refrigerators for Cottages, House Trailers and College
Starting September 30 (until
of the nicest residential areas in
By Judith Milky,D.C. 1TP
In accordance with Kentucky
sold). 9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. 8:00
,Murray? Fox Meadows and
Students for Dorm Rooms.
Sections 25.195 and TRUCK DRIVERS (Semi Ex-'Coach Estates Mobile 'Home
OIC
In accordance with Kentucky Statues,
25.200: Notice is hereby given perience Not Necessary)
Statutes,
Sections
25.195
and
Needed Parks are quiet, modern, and
Small Deep Freeze from 5 cm. ft to 12 cu. ft.
PENTA TREATED lumber
25.200:- Notice is hex eby given that a report of final settlements immediately. We will train you convenient to city, grade and
Resistant to rot and termites
that a report of final settlement of of accounts was on September 27 for local and long-distance high schools, $25. per month
ALL STEREOS AT A GREATLY REDUCED PRICE!!
Ideal for boat docks and any
accounts was on September 27, 1971 filed by John Richard hauling. Can earn up to $5.03 per includes most utilities and grass
weather exposed uses. Murray
1971 filed by Hafford Rogers, Pocock, Administrator of the hour after short training. For mowing,some residents use their
Many, Many Bargains to Choose From
Lumber Co., Maple Street
Executor of the estate of Lottie estate of Evelyn Lucille Pocock application,call 606-299-6912 from rent savings to pay their country
Murray,Kentucky.
ITC
Mae Sinter, Dec'd. and that the Dec'd and that the same has 9 a.m.to 7 p.m.,or write NATION club dues. South 16th near
Friday, Oct 1st and Saturday, Oct. 2nd
same has been approved by the been aprroved by the Calloway WIDE SEMI DIVISION, 171 New Canterbury, 753-3855 or 753THREE EYE electric range
030C
Calloway County Court and or- County Court and ordered filed to Circle Rd., N. E., Lexington, 7964.
oven needs repair, $10.00. Phone
dered filed to lie over for ex- lie over for exceptions. Any Kentucky 40505.
S29C
753-2471.
OIC
TWO ROOM furnished apartceptions. Any person desiring to person desiring to file any exment for married' couples.
file any exception thereto will dc ception thereto will do so on or REGISTERED PHARMACIST
FOR REN1
Central Shopping Center Murray, Kentucky Phone 753-5865
Private, has carport. Located
so on or before October 25, 1971 or before October 25, 1971 or be
NEEDED
189 bed community hospital in
one mile
from
college on
be forever barred. Witness my forever barred. Witness my hand
DUPLEX APARTMENT,
this 27 day of September, 1971. Southeast Missouri, has
Coldwater Road. Phone 753hand
this
27
day
of
September,
pharmacist.
for
opening
1170 TRIUMPH DAYTON 500. TWO-2 ton dump trucks. One flat ONE SET 14 inch Mag wheels, bedroom, central heat and air
By Marvin Harris
4552.
S29C
Excellent salary and fringe
1971.
Chopped 5700. In excellent bed,one box bed.Phone 753benefits. if interested call 314.
County Court Clerk,
fits a Ford or Mercury, and not ;carpet throughout. Ceramic tile
By
Marvin
Harris
between
8:00
and
Y:30
471-1600
condition $800. Call
Cherie 7850.
TFC factory made. Will sell for $50.00, bath. Stove furnished. $130.00 per
Calloway Co., Ky.
County Court Clerk,Mon through Fri and ask for
BY OWNER: 1513 Kirkwood.
TFC
Brakeat 753-5871.
S30C
By Judith Ainley, D.C. 1TP
owner is in military service. Can month. Phone 753-7850.
administrator.
Calloway Co., Ky.
Central heat and air, stone
SMALL GROCERY business. be seen after 12 noon any day at
APARTMENT,
By Judith Ainley,D.C. 1TP
EFFICIENCY
fireplace with' log lighter.
In accordance with Kentucky YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN
S30C one block from University. Phone
1967-650 BSA Chopper. Phone 753- Sell stock and fixtures; rent 1616Miller.
Separate
dining room, large
753-9021,
or
come
building.
Phone
5:00
7117 between 7:00 a.m. and
S30C In accordance with Kentucky Statutes, Sections 25.195 and (and a couple of old biddies) to living room, 2 bedrooms and bath
753-3106.
OIC
S29C by 1401 Vine.
25.200:
Notice
is
hereby
given
p.m.
work xi a new kind of restaurant. down. Bath and large dorm
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
HALL TREE, Ironrite ironer.
25.200: Notice is hereby given that a report of final settlements Apply at Dip-A-Ones next to the (22x39) up with closet big enough
bedroom
ONE
NICE
furnished
of accounts was on September 27,
'21 INCH COLOR TV, good BELTONE FACTORY fresh cedar chest, seat valet, lamp
OIC for another bedroom. Fenced
apartment, located one block that a report of final settlement 1971 filed by Gordon Moody, Capri Theatre.
condition, $100.00, solid maple hearing aid batteries for all make ,table, foot locker, ice skates,
of
accounts
was
on
September
27,
with shade and
back yard
Sports
Arena.
from MSU
Couple
cabinet; 1966 Olds, 4 door hard- hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. s2cyc!vaporizer, West Bend Teflon
1971 filed by Thomas B. Administrator of the estate of E. DELIVERY BOY. Apply in fountain. 2 car garage with
pets.
Water
only.
No
furnished,
G.
Moody,
Dec'd
and
lined skillet, punch bowl, clothing
that the person at Yellow Sub, 1301 Main
S30C
top $700.00. Call 753-8859.
Hogancamp, Executor of the
storage and utility. 753-4857. 02C
$85.00 per month. Phone 753estate of Samuel S. Hogancamp, same has been approved by the Street, after 11:00 a.m.
S30C
THE PROVEN carpet cleaner and miscellaneous items. Call 3805.
S30C
Calloway
County
Court
and
or7534768.
S30C
on
price
RUNNING SPECIAL
Dec'd. and that the same has
Blue Lustre is easy on the budget.
UNUSUALLY NICE lot in exIrish Setter puppies. Call 753-1862 Restores forgotten colors. Rent
been approved by the Calloway dered filed to lie over for ex- BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN Sell
CONSOLE TV, black and white. 2BEDROOM FRAME house with County Court and ordered filed to ceptions. Any persons desiring to Rawleigh Household Products. cellent neighborhood, 111'x211'.
014C electric shampooer $1.00 Big
or 753-9457
Also avocado bath at Almo Heights. $75.00. For lie over for exceptions. Any file any exception thereto will do Special Offer gets you started. Paved street, city water and
02C Walnut finish.
K.
sewerage. In city school district.
information call 753-6203 after
4bathroom organizer. 753FOR better cleaning, to keep
person desiring to file any ex- so on or before October 25, 1971 or Write giving phone number to
S29C.
Phone 753-3798.
SAC ceptions thereto will do so on or be forever barred. Witness my
S30C 5.
colors gleaming, use Blue Lustre 366 CUBIC INCH Chevrolet truck 245°.
Ray Harris, Rawleigh Co.,
hand
this
27
day
of
September,
electric
carpet cleaner. Rent new
before October 25, 1971 or be
engine. 1969 model. Needs
Freeport, Ill, or phone 815-232- 80 ACRE FARM, Good out0
04=1.
0
shampooer $1.. Western Auto, overhauling, $300.00. Phone Fred 0 4sams. U411M.
S30C buildings, 2 houses, good well. 2
4161.
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED forever barred. Witness my hand 1971.
By
Marvin
Harris
S29C
Gardner., 753-5319.
Home of "The Wishing
house, on quiet residential street this 27 day of September, 1971.
miles East of Cuba, 2 miles west
County Court Clerk,
S29C
Well."
By Marvin Harris
in Murray. Available October 15.
of Tri City on Hwy.381.
04C
king Over The
Co.,
Ky.
Calloway
Phone 753-2557 after 4 p.m. S30C
County Court Clerk,
By
Judith
Ainley,
D.C.
1TP
Calloway Co., Ky.
BY OWNER: two bedroom
By Judith Ainley,D.C.
1TP
house, three blocks from
2 BEDROOM TRAILER,. central
University
and
Northside
or
ttr and heat. Ideal for family or
In accordance with Kentucky
DISHWASHER, Kitchen Aid, rooming students. University
accordance with Kentucky Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
Shopping Center. Priced at only
portable. Eacellent buy. Sec at Heights,753-9406.
$10,000.00. Phone 436-2291. 04C
S3OP Statutes, Sections 25.195 and 25.200: Notice is hereby given
1644 Olive.
S30C
25.200:Notice is hereby given that that a report of final settlement
Part or full time.
of
If they're Dutch Bulbs, we've got them! All are plump,
a report of final settlement of accounts
AUCTION SALE
was on September 27,
Apply in person.
'CLEAN TWO bedroom 8)(40'
perfect, and sure to give bright, healthy blooms. All are
accounts was on September 27, 1971 filed by Willie Wrather,
trailer. Air-conditioned, shady 1971
reasonably priced. Pick some up for planting now.
filed by Elizabeth H. Mar- Administrator of the
SEVERAL EARLY electric and
Saturday, October 2nd. 10:00
estate of
lot. $50.00 per month. Phone 489- shall,
battery radios, also Aolian
Executrix of the estate of Marvin Luther Miles, Dec'd and
a.m,rain or shine 605 Pine Street
2595.
S3ONC J.
South 12th Street
Vocalion gramophone. Dozens of
Melton Marshall, Dec'd. and that the same has been approved
Murray, Kentucky at the late
t
that the same has been approved by the Calloway County
old collectors records, all priced
Mrs. Lula P.( Edd I Gibbs home.
Court
TWO BEDROOM furnished
to sell. Phone 753-9895 after 5:00
by the Calloway County Court and ordered filed to lie over for MALE, FULL TIME, must be
500 N. 4th Street
WW sell a few pieces of
apartment, wall to wall carand ordered filed to lie over for exceptions. Any person desiring clean, neat and intelligent. Apply practically new household goods,
p.m.or 753-1699 anytime.
S30C
peting, central heat and
exceptions. Any person desiring to file any exception thereto will in person at Murray Home and electric range, hide-a-bed, rugs,
AKC GERMAN Shepherd pup- Good location. Phone 75301C drum tables, electric lamps,
to file any exception thereto will do so on or before October 25, 1971 Auto on Chestnut Street.
()4C
pies. Black and silver. 7 weeks 4331
do so on or before October 25, 1971 or be forever barred. Witness my
window fans, hand work, dishes,
old. Phone 753-8351.
S30C
WANTED' Mature woman to live cooking utensils and yard set.
or be forever barred. Witness my
September,
of
day
27
this
heat,
electric
hand
HOUSE TRAILER,
in and care for my aged mother
hand this 27 day of September,
Some over 100 year old real
1971.
air conditioned, 2 bedroom, 10 x
in her apartment at Murray, Ky. nice furniture, bed room suite
FOR BETTER cleaning, to keep
1971.
By Marvin Harris
42,'67 model. Call 753-7856 or 753-i
Position is permanent. Small complete springs and matcolors gleaming, use Blue Lustre
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
04C
2583.
apartment, light work, and living tresses. Oak dining room table
carpet cleaner. Rent new electric
County Court Clerk,
Calloway Co., Ky.
conditions good. Primary and five chairs, extra leaf,
shampooer $1. Western Auto, 2 BEDROOM HOUSE for rent.
Calloway Co., Ky.
By Judith Ainley, D.C. 1TF
requirement will be to care for hinged ends can be made nearly
Home of "The Wishing
Ainley,
D
C
1TP
By
Judith
On old Murray and Paris Rd 2
one whose vision and hearing are round, pie safe, wardrobe,
S29C miles east of Hazel Phone 498impaired. She will not be a bed washstand,odd bed, half size iron
12'x60' MOBILE Home, air 22' SEARS CHEST freezer,
8748.
01P
patient and not difficult to care bed and night stand, organ stool,
Domestic
sewing COMPLETE, MATCHED drum
conditioner, washer-dryer, $125.00;
for physically. She is presently in outstanding what not, dresser
porch, light pole and un- machine with cabinet, $70.00; set, first $200.00. For further FARM HOUSE, living room,
the hospital recovering from a bevel mirror, cedar chest, quilt
derpinning. Phone 435-4022. S29C Royal electric typewriter, $35.00; information phone 753.7530 after dining room,
kitchen, 3
BAND INSTRUMENTS!
RENT
ON
REDUCED
fall.
If interested call me collect box, wicker ware new and old
6:00p.m.
S30C
tape
Typing table, $8.00; Cassette
bedrooms, bath, hall, electric
at(502)223-2361 day, or(502) 875. Singer sewing machine useable,
AKC REGISTERED Dachshund recorder, $30.00; Bowling ball,
want to rent.
heat, built-in kitchen, running
as
you
per
month
as
long
$10
2817 night. If you write, address two large trunks one doll trunk
puppies, six weeks old. Phone $10.00; 18' Travel trailer, used NEW BICYCLE built for two, water, on school bus route. Good
me at P. 0. Box 717, Frankfort, and dolls, magazine stand, large
04P twice, $1995.00, Phone 753Rent
applies
to
purchase.
436-5624.
fully equipped, $75.00. See at 162a opportunity for retiree, who
Ky., 40601, and be sure to list Bible, other books, jewelry, set
S30C Main, Winchester Apartments, could help care for cattle to help
8358.
qualifications and referenand hand rings, stick pins (some
1967 TRIUMPH MOTORCYCLE,
No. 7.
04C pay rent. Ideal for children. Call
ces.
01C with stones) Cameo pins, ear
$450.00. Also 1963 Chevrolet, will AKC
OIC
753-8648.
REGISTERED Pekingese
rings pierced and other type,
sell cheap, 6300.00. Phone 7
1971 HONDA 175 K-4. Still in
Dixieland Shopping Center 753-7575
S29C
S30• puppies. Phone 753-5583.
SERVICES OFFERED
pictures and frames, about 40
AUCTION SALE
3615.
warranty. 2100 actual miles.
pieces of colored glass ware,
Luggage rack and leaner with AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
WILL
KEEP
children
in
my.
1 51111TTT TYYT 1 55555
back rest Excellent condition. Oct. 2, 10 a.m. at the Charlie WE ARE ready now to deliver or r'REE ESTIMATE on septic tank home Monday thru Friday. churns, jars, jugs, pocket knives,
one blade case, spectacles, dog
Priced to sell. Phone 753-7901 or Arnett home in Browns Grove, take your order for six vein installation. Phone 753-7850. 'TFC Phone 753-9846.
TFC irons, small kettle, flat irons,
436-2134.
04NC Ky. Mr. Arnett, having sold his stoker or four by seven lump coal
egg. Phone 753-1813,
toys, lantern , china and milk
house in Brown's Grove, is of- or 6 by 3
WILL DO trash hauling.
glass pieces.
SWING,PLAY PEN, walker and fering the furnishings, plus a Fulton Ice & Coal Service, 408
Reasonable rate. Phone 753TFC
Mrs. Joe Edd Gibbs Adbaby bed. Call 753-5933.
S30C large collection of antique fur- South 4th Street.
07C
6130.
ministratrix, house and lot for
niture, glass and china for sale at
I WILL babysit in someones private sale later.
MAPLE HARVEST table. Phone auction. Will mention a few of the ELECTROLUX SALES Si Serhome or do light housekeeping. Douglas Shoemaker in charge
753-7947.
S3OP collector's items, two Jenny Linn vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M
S30C of sale. Ladies club will serve
phone 382-2468, FarPhone 753-5731.
Sanders,
beds, one oak head bed, extra old
TFC
mington,Kentucky.
eats and drinks.
MAHOGANY DRUM table, s
with
handmade poster bed
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back Note October 9 and Oct. 16 will
28". $30.00. Phone 753-3536 after canopy top, some old dressers WINDT'S WESTERN Store, Lone
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp,'753- be two sales be sure to check
4.00 p.m
S30C and wash stands with marble Oak, Kentucky. Highway 339 just
020NC papers for, tractors in both, cars
933.
hall
554-1842.
tops, nice old rocking chairs,
off US 45. Phone
New and used articles and merchandise.
REFINISHING.
in one and years and years of
RNTTURE
NORGE CLOTHES DRYER and tree over 100 years old, a Clothing and equipment for the
I work guaranteed. Free pick- nice and hard to find items have
Clothing for men, women and iikildren.
Kerimore automatic washing collection of Depression glass, entire family.
November 20C
p and delivery. Free estimate. been collected and saved in both
machine. Call 498-8226 after 4 some pink and green, extra old
Furniture, bedding, miscellaneous articles,
Antique or natural finish. Jerry sales. Phone 753-3375 ,for in01C China doll, Grandfather's clock
p.m.
NI I II
S3OP formation.
OIC
ccoy,753-3045.
over 100 years old, lots of jars,
including ...
the
The
ever
SALE.
jugs,
of
FENCE
kettles,
all
housework
from
8:00
FALL
and
I WILL do
BIRTHDAY GIFT?
a.m. till l2:f100 noon. Phone 753popular Sears chain link fence is collector's items you would find
OIL FUELED SPACE HEATER, JEWELRY,
\
T11
Innow on sale. Save 15 to 20 per cent in a country sale For
2589 from 7:00 a.m. till 100
PAINT, HARDWARE and a FEW ANTIQUES
S3OP
on installed fencing during this formation call Otto Chester's
p.m.
Wishing Well"
"The
annual fall sale. Phone Sears for Auction Service, 435-4042. Lynn
WE DO roofing, remodeling, and
MANY ARTICLES TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION! Free estimate. Phone 753-2310 Grove. Lunch available Not
Work guaranteed. Call
WII4TERN Mill
additions.
trillt1lAtIA1
VII
WI
eV
05C
MI
Ord
V.
Lyles,
responsible
in
Larry
case
of
acask
for
and
Int ara tril MI
04P
489-2156
or
753-7392
S301'
cidents.

Making Room for TVs and Stereos
SELLING AT COST PRICE .
KELVINATOR APPLIANtES

"IC

FAMILIES

h C risp

‘RROTS

'ancy Yellow

CABANA
IANANAS

TV SERVICE CENTER

BIRD I

I

FISH

bulbissimo:

WANTED
CURB BOYS

CURB GIRLS

erry's Restaurant

Shirley Garden Center

3)

e4elik

* SEPTEMBER ONLY *

Leach's Music & TV

SALE

Sponsfed by Murray Art Guild
Calloway County Court House Yard
Fri., October 1 at 8:00 a.m.
RUMMAGE SALE in Forenoon
AUCTION SALE beginning at 4 p.m.

MORE
CLASSIFIEDS
ON PAGE
SIXTEEN

•

THE LEDGER &
TIMES _MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Vietna

Phillips
Dies Tuesday
Mrs.

Thunderstorms Law
Slash Through
Midwest,States

Company Files
Suit Against
Stadium Labor

WEDNESDAY-SEPTEMBER Zi), 1971

Local Students To
Attend Convention

M • • •
(Coatinued from Page I
CoeUsued from Page 1)
snalties on the Communists but
specializing in areas of criminal
Sharon Cathey, Marc Hayes,
he would neither give an
justice, he added.
Mrs. Mary Frank Phillips of
and Carol Hayes, graduate
estimate nor disclose govern- 503 South 16th Street, Murray,
He said an applicant's emstudents at Murray State, will
ment casualties.
ployer must certify that the
died Tuesday at 11:40 p.m. at the
PADUCAH,Ky.-An Owen- attend the
convention of the
The combat role of American Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. She By United Press International educational work is essential to
Heavy thunderstorms, accom- the direction, supervision and sboro construction firm building Kentucky Association of Junior
troops in Indochina has greatly was 73 years of age.
football
satdium
at
Colleges, to be held October 22
diminished in recent months as The deceased was a member of panied by tornadoes and high success of the agency's primary a 17,000-seat
University has filed arat23 at
Corbin.
the South Vietnamese army the First Christian Church. She winds, slashed through portions mission of general courses to Murray State
AUCTION SALE
suit against several local labor. Dr. Charles Tolley, Director
AUCTION SALE
took on more and more combat was born November 25, 1897, in of the northern Midwest during qualify for grant assistance
of
Kentucky
West
the
and
unions
Higher
Education
at
MSU
duties under the Vietnamization Murray and her parents were the the night, injuring several
saia
McDougal listed accounting,
ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Building and Construction attendance at this
program. But the U.S. com- late Frank Diuguid and Ada Rose persons.
political science, social work,
meeting is
Council,
alleging
illegal
OCT. 2-10 A.M.
SATURDAY,
Trades
necessary so that these studentsTwisters and high winds cut business administration,
mand apparently thought the Diuguid.
picketing and secondary boycott. prospective teachersCOLLIE'S DINER
of
area
45-mile
through
a
sociology
Communist offensive in the
can have
and psychology as
Mrs. Phillips is survived by her
Construction
and an opportunity to
Murray, Kentucky--At 5 Points
area 85 miles northwest of husband, Cullen A. Phillips of 503 Wisconsin Tuesday evening, some of the subject matter areas Clark
obtain a
asked
Engineering
for
$50,000
Co.
houses, knocking more likely to qualify under
teaching position for next fall.
Saigon was too great to be South 16th Street, Murray; one unroofing
the for the alleged violations up to
Mrs. Bennie Collie is closing her restaurant and selling all
"Presently, the job market for
ignored.
equipment at auction The equipment s all clean and in good con
sister, Mrs. Nell Diuguid Andrus down barns and hurling house- program.
17, when the original teachers leaves
Sept.
ground.
the
trailers
to
di
ton
something to be
Murray State is also offering
As the reinforcements arrived, of 412 South 6th Street, Murray;
complaint was dated, and $10,000 desired," he said.
the U.S. command reported that one niece, Mrs. Mary Martha One tornado touched down in several courses relating directly
List As Follows: Counter with 6 stools, 1 table with 2 chairs, back
activity
comthe
until
a day
Other MSU students who will bar, coffee maker, 2 booths, 2 34,000
BTU window air conditioners,
American B52 bombers had Murray of Xenia, Ohio; one Clark County, Wis., and a to law enforcement-Law Enends.
plained
of
upright
deep freeze, salad refrigerator, 2 refrigerators, polar chip
sighted
near
was
funnel
cloud
ttend are; Katherine Morris,
forcement I, Law Enforcement
joined the fourday battle along nephew, Tom Farmer of Murray.
Ice machine with fountain, silverware, restauran' china, electric
company,
which
declared
The
followed
Paducah;
John
II, Criminology, Juvenile
Teague, heaters, electric grill, 2 basket electric deep f: yer, I slia toaster,
the gorder, flying missions in the Funeral services will be held Athens. The storm
itself an open shop as of May 5, Madisonville;
Michael electric range, Taylor soft ice cream machine, pie case, cash
Saigon military district for the Friday at ten a.m. at the chapel almost a straight line through Delinquency, Modern Social
register, milk shake machine,cooking utensils, sign, Speedster deep
1970, charged that the unions and Rosborough, Louisville;
and fryer, Clark carpet sweeper, floor
of the J.H. Churchill Funeral Clark County in central Wiscon- Problems, and Problems in
first time in nearly a year.
scrubber,9 and 14 inch pizza trys,
the Michael Bouland,
the council picketed
sin, then swerved to the Alcohol and Drugs..
hot chocolate machine and coat rack.
Paducah.
ofRoos
David
Dr.
with
Home
In Saigon, President Nguyen
"neutral" gate of the project- All of these
attacked
Maratnortheast
and
Dr.
students
John
Watson,
are
chairman of
Van Thieu today ordered police ficiating.
reserved for subcontractors enrolled in the
DON'T MISS THIS AUCTION.
the department of sociology and one
Pallbearers will be Wells hon County.
Specialist in
to "shoot on the spot" any
contracts with the College Teaching
have
that
BUY AT AUCTION WHERE YOU SET THE PRICE
damage
the
Tornado
in
anthropology,
Bryan
Corn,
program.
Overby,
Hershell
said
additional
demonstrators caught in fireJ.M. (JAKE)BROWN AUCTION CO.
Tolley, Pat Trevathan, Ray Marathon County community of courses will be added to the unions.
bombing incidents.
An attorney for the company
Wausau was estimated at curriculum in the near
Brownfield, and Tom Wells.
Phone 444-6165 or 443-7652
future,
RT. 1 Paducah, Kentucky
North Vietnamese troops in a Interment will be in the Murray 1500,000 and there were several leading to a degree
said he had been told the neutral
program in
picketing
ceased
border drive apparently de- Cemetery with the arrangements injuries.
last
gate
criminology and corrections.
NOTICE OF PUBLIC SALE
signed to embarrass the Thieu by the J.H. Churchill Funeral A thunderstorm spawned a
He said Robert L. Whitten, Monday, but that he has no official agreement with the unions Two
regime before Sunday's election Home where friends may call. tornado that moved through director of
cars were involved in a
criminology and
On
September 30, 1971, at 10:00
in which Thieu is the only
or the council pertaining to it. collision on
Boulder Lake, Wis., destroying corrections on the campus,
Tuesday at 3:35 p.m., NEW YORK (UPI)-Prices a.m., local time from the
will
candidate, fired nearly 300
He said that work was halted according
or damaging at least 25 house be available for
were
narrowly
lower at the premises of the restaurant on
to the report filed by
academic
rockets and mortar rounds into
for about two weeks by picketing the
trailers and downing trees and counseling with
investigating officers of the opening on the New York Stock Charles Caldwell lot on Chestnut
applicants
South Vietnamese positions and
and
gate
that
pickets
the
still
of
power lines.
considering enrollment in the
Murray Police Department. No Exchange today. Turnover was Street, Murray, Kentucky,
an American artillery base
are active at the company's main injuries
Hurricane Ginger, which has LEEP grant program,
were listed on the report. moderate.
pursuant to KRS 355.9-504, imd
near the border late Tuesday.
been pouting over the Atlantic
Students and prospective gate.
Involved were a 1982 Cadillac Shortly after the opening the pursuant to a security agreement
The firm also had lodged an four
Funeral services for Charlie for several days, turned her 90 students wishing to
door hardtop driven by Dow Jones industrial average with Frontier Enterprises,.the.,
make apMilitary sources said the Snow are being held today at two mile an hour winds toward the
unfair-labor-practice charge
was off 0.44 to 883.98 with 511 18 South Main Street,
Walton,
government paratroopers rode p.m. at the chapel of the Blalock- U.S. mainland late Tuesday plication for financial assistance against the council with National Kyoko M. Cooper of 212 South
issues on the tape. Declines Kentucky, 41094, all
through
18th
the
LEEP
Street,
this
Murray,
fall
or'
and
a
1959
reposessed
helicopters Tuesday from War Coleman Funeral Home with night to add to the meterologi[Aber Relations Boardat (m- Hillman four door sedan driven topped advances, 196 to 162.
next spring should contact:
collateral security, generally
Zone D in Long Khanh province Bro. Johnny Hester officiating. cal maladies.
cinnati as a result of the picketing by
Johnny McDougal, Director
Joseph A. Printsky of Troy, Automobile issues generally described below, will be sold at
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